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ABSTRACT
This study looks at the life of Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector ofEngland, in an
effort to clarify the diverse and conflicting interpretations resulting from a lack of
agreement between those who are biased for and against the Lord Protector. The purpose
of the study of this conflicting information is not to settle whether Cromwell was a good
figure or bad, but to define more clearly his time. Cromwell, clarified, creates a broader
understanding of the seventeenth century Englishman.
An introduction develops a brief summarization of Pre-Reformation Europe, the

forces which brought changes, Reformation Europe and the Post-Reformation era in
which Cromwell lived. The non-Cromwellian periods were included to develop a
broader picture for the reader of the atmosphere into which Cromwell emerged.
The study concentrates on six key points of conflict within the lifetime of
Cromwell and discussion ofthose conflicts through use of periods or roles within his life.
Cromwell's changeable nature does not lend itselfto a static, one-dimensional
interpretation, but rather to one that attempts to incorporate the normal fluctuations of
human nature and the continuity of change.
This study concludes with no earth-shattering developments, but with the
assertion that Cromwell's seeming inconsistencies are indicative of a man who illustrates
not the static, stiffuess which brings frequently disastrous results, but rather his openness
to change. He is a prime example of how the only constant in life is change. Finally, the
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conclusion is a call to other students ofhistory for recognition of the need for further
action in defining not only Cromwell, but his time and a thorough investigation and study
of the seventeenth century through interpretive works.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Shaped by the forces of change and continuity, seventeenth century England
produced a new model man. One man who stands above all others of his time- Oliver
Cromwell, best defines this new man.
Seventeenth century England, although not strictly a part of the European
Reformation, was a product of and owes many of its characteristics to the Reformation.
Gaining an understanding of seventeenth century England, then, asks one to also look to
the forces of change that produced the Reformation.
The study's focus point- Oliver Cromwell- was a product offorces reaching
back to the Reformation. Understanding the Reformation and how it shaped the time in
which Cromwell lived provides a stepping-stone ofknowledge key to the study of
Cromwell. Cromwell and his generation changed the course of the British Empire for all
time through their religious, political and scholarly thought as well as the actions they
took.
Both the Reformation and the seventeenth century share similar characteristics:
Both periods produced men of action- Luther in the Reformation and Cromwell in the
seventeenth century; they were periods of reaction to established authority -the Church
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during the Reformation and the monarchy during Cromwell's time; they altered the
course of both religious life and the governmental systems in place; both periods began in
a spirit of reform and culminated with revolution.
While these periods had much in common, they also had vast differences as well:
One was a reactionary period to humanism and secularism; the other was an era of
revolution in an attempt to construct a new definition ofthe rights of states, monarchs and
people. Religion was not per se, the focus of either period, but merely a primary area in
which the struggles were waged.
In order to give this study a proper beginning point from which to investigate the
seventeenth century Englishman, it is first necessary to discuss the preceding period - the
Reformation. The conditions that gave rise to the Reformation still existed - although in
an altered form- and gave rise to the phenomena of the revolution and upheaval of the
Cromwellian era. It thus is necessary to focus momentarily upon pre-Reformation
Europe before turning to the factors of change that ushered in the Reformation.

Pre-Reformation Europe
Europe, pre-Reformation, was the period typically referred to as the Renaissance.
The Renaissance period may be considered a period of rebirth or revival ofknowledge,
learning and the secular. Humanism and an enthusiasm for life and knowledge as well as
secularism were common and typical of this pre-Reformation period from the fourteenth
century to the sixteenth century. The secularism and perhaps the worldliness of the
Renaissance began to wear upon groups of people during the sixteenth century and thus
they began to react against the Renaissance movement. This reaction led to the period
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that came to be known as the Reformation. Common usage of the term "Reformation"
has resulted in an identification of it merely in connection with one result of the period of
reform- that of the destruction of the Roman Catholic church's unity across Europe. The
Reformation, however, is much more than just the schisms in religious unity. It is, in the
words ofDe Lamar Jensen:
... a continuation and intensification of the Renaissance spirit, especially the spirit
of reform. The Renaissance was an age of reformers. They wanted to reform
education, correct the errors of medieval scholarship, improve the translations of
legal and religious texts, enrich the content as well as the style of literature,
recover the wisdom ofthe ancients, recapture the order and simplicity of nature,
and renew and refine the relationship between humanity and God by thoroughly
reforming the church. 1
The Renaissance created a secular spirit oflearning which infused nearly every aspect of
life, manifesting itself primarily in education, literature and the arts. The Renaissance
began in Italy, but had moved to other areas of Europe and was modified by each region
into which it moved. Until roughly 1600, the culture of the Renaissance moved and
spread throughout Europe, but a new force of change was introduced and grew out of the
spirit of the Renaissance desire for learning and reform. The new force of change was an
intensified desire for reform. It focused primarily upon those areas in which people were
discontent with the status quo such as religion, society and politics.
Renaissance religion seems to have focused primarily upon making the
relationship between the Church and God closer. It emphasized the humanity of the
church, the worldly aspects of God and obedience to authority. As the emphasis upon
worldliness and obedience distanced segments ofbelievers from the Roman Catholic

1
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Church, a feeling of discontent began to spread. This discontent expressed itself in the
writings of not only Calvin, but also of Erasmus of Rotterdam and Martin Luther. The
discontent may not have spread to the degree it did if not for the development of the
printing press and the greater availability of the printed word to the masses. In the
Renaissance, the Church was the Roman Catholic Church and the Church's authority was
closely aligned with the power of the state. The majority ofthe people were members of
the Church, although toward the end of the period, a majority wished to reform it. One of
the strongest advocates for the reform of the Church was Erasmus. Erasmus remained a
member of the Church although many of his works, particularly the early ones, attacked
the corruption that had become commonplace within the institution. Erasmus was not a
Lutheran who wished to take the reforms to the point of destruction of the Church
entirely, but rather a scholar who disagreed with the corrupt practices to be found within
a strong authoritarian institution. Martin Luther, on the other hand, was a more radical
reformer who wished reforms to go so far as to destroy the Church as it was and from
which he proposed to rebuild it. Originally a priest and a biblical theologian, he became
convinced that basic beliefs ofthe Church were wrong and began to question them
publicly. One of the major points ofhis dissention with the Papacy was his disagreement
with the church that efforts or works are a point of salvation. Luther proposed that faith
instead was the way to salvation, that good works do not indicate salvation.
Society in the Renaissance marked a period of change when populations were
beginning to experience upheavals. During this period of change, the development of
towns began to alter from mere commercial gathering places into often-powerful citystates such as that ofVenice or Florence. The development of these towns resulted from
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the growing economy. Powerful families were created as a result of trade and banking.
One of those families- the Medici- was to prove instrumental in the affairs ofltaly for
the majority ofthe Renaissance period. Venice is an example ofhow trade built that city
into a powerful city-state. The partially stable political situation led to the creation of a
shipbuilding enterprise. Those ships were then used for the purposes of the state or
rented for commercial use. In tum, this allowed the merchants to build up a highly
profitable trade and allowed Venice to serve "as the bridge not only between East and
West but also between the Middle Ages and the Renaissance."2
Society was based upon an alteration of the medieval feudal system. In general, it
may be stated that there were four basic classes to society - peasants, middle
class/merchants, nobles and clergy. There was more mobility within the Renaissance
period between the classes, though still not a great deal. Social class was determined for
the most part by birth and alliances with the right people at the right times. An excellent
example of the alliances may be found in the life of Lucretia Borgia- married first to a
Sforza, then to Alfonso of Aragon and finally to the younger brother oflsabella d'Este.
Fathers or other "heads" of the family in exchange for political influence, money or lands
generally contracted marriages for their children with little or no regard to the feelings of
those whose lives were being settled.
Politics during the Renaissance required great skill and ability as well as cunning,
trickery, intrigue and murder. As the wealth accumulated grew, so did the political
influence of many families. Some ofthose with whom we are most familiar are the
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Medici, d'Este, Borgia, Sforza, Bardi and Peruzzi. The final two in this list are families
involved extensively in banking. A typical scenario was that a merchant would begin to
accumulate great wealth through trade and then shrewdly loan to various people,
especially rulers at a very high interest. In theory when the loan with the interest was
repaid, the merchant and family would have made a great profit. Frequently rulers
defaulted on repayment and some banks failed because of risky loans to feuding rulers.
However, loans made created a situation where the debtor was also in a precarious
situation and might perhaps be leaned upon if he had any influence in any affair in which
the banking family might wish to be involved.
Of the families listed above, the most typical of a wealthy and political family
would most likely be the Medici. The Medici are interesting and important to a
discussion of the Renaissance period primarily because of how the members managed to
climb politically and remain in power for so many years when other families rose to
prominence and just as quickly vanished from the scene.
The Medici were merchants who became rivals of the powerful family Albizzi
near the end of the fourteenth century. Giovanni, the first to rise to power, began as a
merchant/banker who was elected for a brief term of office. His son was exiled for a
brief time, but returned when the critics of the Medici were ousted from power.
Cosimo's rule remained unchallenged for roughly 30 years due to five factors. De
Lamar Jensen believes that those factors were the extended family's support, the
intermarriages into other prestigious families, associations with similarly minded people
in the areas of politics and economics, the correspondence ofthe Medici view of
moderate and orderly government with the well-to-do patrician families of Florence and
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finally, the allegiance of the people through patronage, low taxes and accessibility. 3
Cosimo's son, Piero, assumed the reins after 1464 until his death when Lorenzo, his 21year-old son became head ofthe Medici. Lorenzo was flamboyant and lavish, giving rise
to his popularity and the name bestowed upon him- the Magnificent. He consolidated
the power still further and placed his son Giovanni in the church at age 13 as a Cardinal
(later to become Leo X). The Medici power waned after Lorenzo's death under the rule
ofhis other son Piero and the French expeled the Medici from Florence. 4
The overt influence ofthe Medici faded after 1494, but it did not fail completely.
Lorenzo had 3 sons- Piero, his successor; Giuliano, the duke ofNemours; and Giovanni,
Pope Leo X. Piero's son became the duke ofUrbino and his daughter Caterina married
Henri II of France. If one returns to the elder Giovanni, the merchant, his second son,
Lorenzo had a grandson, Giovanni who was married to Caterina Sforza and their
grandson Cosimo became the duke of Florence and the grand duke of Tuscany. So,
covertly the Medici still had some influence during the sixteenth century, although, it was
lessened. 5
If we next look at another Renaissance family, we shall see that they too were
powerful and placed their children into advantages offices through the Church and
marriage. The first member ofthis family was Pope Calixtus III (1455-58) who raised
his nephew, Rodrigo Borgia, to the rank of cardinal in 1456 while Borgia was still quite
young. The only apparent failing of Calixtus III seems to have been his nepotism.
Rodrigo Borgia, born around 1431, rose through the ranks of the Church as a cardinal,
3
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bishop and papal administrator. In 1492, Rodrigo assumed the Papal office as Alexander
VI until his death in 1503. Pope Alexander VI's papacy has been marked by nepotism
and debauchery, although politically he was a skilled diplomat. Alexander VI had four
illegitimate children by a mistress, two of whom rose to prominence- Cesare and
Lucretia (or Lucrezia). Lucretia, according to general agreement among historians,
seems to have been a victim ofher father and brother's schemes. Cesare, on the other
hand, most likely was a scheming, conniving, cruel and ruthless creature intent upon
building an empire for himself It is unfortunate that the Borgia family has been
tarnished by the actions of Cesare and his father and equally unfortunate that men of their

ilk helped to create an unfavorable reaction to the humanist, secular movement of the
Renaissance.

Forces of Change
De Lamar Jensen's comments upon change and history from his text Renaissance

Europe: Age of Recovery and Reconciliation, Second Edition probably would introduce
this section better than any comment that I might make. Jensen wrote, "History is largely
an irregular continuum of gradual changes, not a series of dramatic mutations.
Sometimes particular events, situations, or individuals have an unusually great impact on
the direction or intensity of change, but even then the transformation of total society is
slow and arduous."6 He then concluded with the following comment: "History is a
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composite of change, both rapid and slow. The period of the Renaissance was a time of
relatively rapid and complex transition."7
I very much agree that history is irregular with gradual changes. In fact, it is
much like the ebb and flow of the ocean waves, for it is continually in motion, making for
constant change. Never is history the same ... much as one ocean wave is never exactly
the same as the one before or after it. History also, I agree, does affect humanity in a
gradual transition. Yet, I think that there are times of massive transformations for which
society is unprepared. The events that Jensen refers to as having a great impact upon
society are those massive transformations, yet the reasons why there is a slow and
arduous process are merely that society is unprepared and therefore, resistant to the
changes, which causes a slowing to the change that otherwise would be rapid. Again, I
agree with Jensen's statement that the Renaissance was a time of complex transition.
However, I would like to add that I believe that every period is a time of complex
transition. History, after all, involves the continual change of society and by its very
nature, is complex.
Turning then, specifically, to this time of complex transition, I feel it is important
that we discuss what those forces oftransition were. What forces caused the Renaissance
period to close? What ushered in the Post-Renaissance period that we today refer to as
the Reformation? It is, of course, impossible to list every possible force that acted upon
the age of the Renaissance, but it is very possible to mention the major ones. Those
major forces that we will concern ourselves with are new modes of thought, secularism,
commercialism and urbanization. Under the category of new modes of thought, it should
7
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be mentioned that communication became more important, especially in the new art of
diplomacy as well as in commerce. Communication was also important in the
exploration of literature, art and music. New stylist forms were being "discovered" as
new theories and thoughts about the world were being formulated. The age of the
Renaissance was a time of discovery and exploration in the way humans thought about
themselves, the world around them and in their philosophies. As philosophies changed,
people became more concerned with the world in a more secular way. It was not strictly
that they were no longer concerned with religion; it was merely that it now focused on a
more contemporary, human religion that was not so otherworldly. As the Renaissance
age progressed, commercialism began to grow. People became more involved in buying,
selling and producing for the purpose of commerce. Commerce introduced not only a
new attitude to money and work, but it also contributed to the growth of industries as
well as cities. The growth of cities led to an urbanization of Europe changing the
dynamics of interpersonal relationships. No longer was Europe focused upon the serf and
the feudal systems that dominated life in the Middle Ages. Now people were concerned
with the shift to the centers of industry and the markets where products were sold. Out of
this trend grew the powerful city-states that eventually forced a great change in the life of
Europeans.

The Reformation
As the age of the Renaissance began to fade, there was a new movement that had
begun to gather in force gaining more and more momentum until it overshadowed the
fading period of rebirth to become an age of reforms and revolution.
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This period of reform and revolution known today as the Reformation grew out of
the intellectual movements of the Renaissance- especially that known as humanism.
Humanism's major contribution to the birth of the Reformation came primarily from its
search for a broader interpretation of religion and its commitment to affirming that all
life, not just religious life was of value. The typical humanist believed in human dignity,
truth and universal beauty. During the fifteenth century, humanism broadened to include
"awareness, concern, and participation in the vital issues of the day. " 8 This civic style of
humanism sowed the seeds of participation in later reform movements, creating a sense
of involvement in the governing oflife and the state. As political awareness increased, a
sense of dissatisfaction began to grow, especially in regards to the state of the Church.
Desiderius Erasmus had the most lasting effect upon humanism and was an
influential voice in the chorus of religious reform. Erasmus, as a priest who had received
a dispensation to work and dress in a secular manner, 9 became a secular scholar in the
field ofhumanism. His writings were lauded as insightful, penetrating and brilliant.
Erasmus's writings still convey today his belief in honest, good living and the potential
good of humanity. As a priest, Erasmus lived among those who broke their vows to the
principles of the Church's foundation. The life led by so many of those within the
Church did contribute to the growing distaste that the general populace had for the
Church as an institution. Interestingly enough, Erasmus embodied the tone and spirit of
the Reformation in its purest form; he answered the call by performing the mission that
he had been given- the restoration of the Church. His goal was never the destruction of
8

Ibid., 127.
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the Church, but rather to purifY the Church in the hopes that Christianity's message
would once again call to the masses of people.
Martin Luther continued the work of Erasmus, but in such a fervor that he ended
not by reforming, but by destroying the Church to which he had belonged. Again, De
Lamar Jensen has spoken of this with much insight:
In a different and even more intense way, the Reformation continued to promote
the goals of cleansing and reform- so vigorously, in fact, that reform eventually
led to revolution instead of reconciliation. Erasmus wanted to regenerate the
church in order to strengthen and unite it; Luther believed it was his duty to
correct the church even if that correction destroyed it. 10
Sadly, Erasmus's love for the church contributed to followers in Germany who
began to believe less ofhis humanism, and more in what would become known as
Lutheranism. The country was overrun with questions, controversies and corruption
within the orders. This situation is, of course, what Erasmus was attempting to correct:
monks and priests who knew nothing of what they were preaching, never practicing what
they preached and worse, had only an ability for memorization without understanding
their "office" or role as priest. They sold many indulgences, but increased frivolous
spending and worse, increased the sale of offices (or positions) to others like themselves.
As the populace in Germany became more aware of the situation, they reacted in
a negative way to the more conspicuous decay within the hierarchy of the Church that
taught that it was infallible. De Lamar Jensen states:
By the beginning of the sixteenth century, there was a widespread cry for
reformation of the Church- not a doctrinal reformation, but a reform of the legal,
economic, administrative, and moral practices of the officialdom Most of the
advocates of reform were as thoroughly opposed to doctrinal deviations and
10
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heretical thought as they were to the perversions of the prelates. They wanted
reformation, not revolution. 11
So, why then did the people react to the reform movement to such a degree that it
became a revolution? In essence, it would appear that the people in Germany could
institute changes without revolting, but in reality, there were underlying factors to the
Reformation that caused a revolt. The masses were understandably upset by the moral
practice of the clergy and the abuses in practice, but there was also a period of religious
intensity that was sweeping through the European continent at the time. This religious
craving showed just how little the Church was doing to meet the spiritual needs ofthe
people. Combined with the approach ofthe millennia! age there was a fear of God's
coming when the wicked would be punished. People who are in fear of punishment
typically become more religious in an effort to ward off the feared reprisals for whatever
they have done previously. Educational reforms and advancements that led to more
education for the people created more opportunity for literacy. As literacy increased
amongst the people, there was more opportunity for reading the book of choice: the
Bible. These increasingly literate people thus began a series of discourses on the
Scriptures and debated the meaning of God's word. 12 Jensen again displays a thorough
understanding of all the factors involved, stating:
The belief by many that the Bible contained the answer to the dilemmas ofthe
time, as well as the key to the understanding of God, provided the theological
basis for religious reform. 13

1
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It was into this atmosphere that Martin Luther appeared. Luther was raised as a

Catholic, attended university where he studied law and abandoned it for the Church. He
made his entrance into the Church in his very early twenties when a young man is
impressionable and likely to become carried away with a passion for living. It seems
perhaps that Luther was influenced not by a love of religion, but a youthful passion. He
later was willing to destroy his religion in order to reform it in accordance with what he
saw as the Truth of God.
Luther's Truth came about as a result of preparation for a series of educational
lectures to be given to students at Wittenberg. Those new Truths appeared in the form of
the Ninety-Five Theses. Primarily directed against the sale of indulgences, the NinetyFive Theses challenged anyone to a debate with Luther over the issues of not only the
indulgences, but also the notions of faith and grace. The traffic of indulgences by the
Church deeply offended Luther who felt that they "instead of bringing contrition and
sorrow ... brought arrogance and self-satisfaction." 14
Luther's finding of the Truth includes a revision of the notion of salvation.
According to Luther, salvation is not solely dependent upon good works, but is dependent
upon faith. Indulgences sold by the Church were felt to remit part or all of the
punishment that a person was to receive for his or her failings. Luther came to believe
that the indulgence was nothing more than an arrogance that could not save a soul and
could condemn a self-satisfied person to eternal damnation. This became a very popular
belief for it ensured to all the possibility of salvation through neither personal good works
nor the intervention of the Church upon their behal£ The matter might have remained a
14
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simple and quiet one if the Ninety-Five Theses were not printed and widely distributed
throughout Germany. 15 Attempts by Luther's order to resolve the situation quietly were
made, but violently ended under the imperial diet's rejection ofLuther's Truth.
Luther additionally came to reject the majority of the seven Sacraments of the
Church. He believed in Eucharist (Holy Communion or the Lord's Supper) and Baptism,
but rejected Confession, Holy Orders and probably Confirmation. He apparently did not
reject the Sacrament of Marriage, as later in his life, he married a former nun. Of the
Sacrament commonly referred to as Last Rites, it is not apparent if he rejected those or
not. Since Luther's Babylonian Captivity of the Church attacked the Catholic priesthood,
I would assume that any Sacrament (performed by a priest) that "interceded" for the
person and emphasized the role ofthe priest would be rejected.
I find that I personally disagree with Luther on two particular points -that good
works cannot make a good man and that faith is all that is required for salvation. Faith is
an important element in religion and it is necessary, but cannot be the only element that
guarantees salvation of the soul. Salvation is a complicated issue that it is not necessary
to discuss in entirety here, but it appears to me that good works do make a good man for
if there were no good within his soul, would it not follow that he could not do good

works.
This issue reminds me of a poem written in the nineteenth century that describes
the appearance of an angel of God before a good man. In conversation with the angel,
this man asks about the book into which the angel is writing names. The angel's reply
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was that the names were those men who loved the Lord. The good man is saddened to
hear that his name is not among them, but replies that his name should be down as loving
his fellow man. When the angel's list is revealed to this man, it shows his name as
leading the list. Martin Luther's rejection of the good works does not take into account
those people who are good, but reject the notion of Christianity. It discounts the
possibility that God is a presence that cannot be named, nor defined by the boundaries of
any one religion. Good works indicate the Presence is present within the soul ofthe
person whether the person accepts the tenets of a religion or chooses not to accept those
tenets.
Returning to Luther and his growing revolution, after his excommunication he
went into a period of scholarly seclusion under the protection of Frederick ofSaxony. 16
Luther's primary occupations during this time were translating the New Testament in
German and writing sermons and tracts. Luther perhaps used these occupations to hide
from the doubts and worries that accompanied his schism with Rome. Eventually Luther
discovered that his reforms had indeed become a revolution with the "soldiers" or
reformers fighting to remove all traces of Rome and the papacy from religion. The
reformers at Wittenberg had allowed a feeling of chaos to set in- church property was
destroyed, Mass was abolished, the sacraments were drastically and dramatically altered
and there was a movement to overthrow the institution as it existed.
Luther's original response to Rome that had resulted in his excommunication had
been of the same radical bent as those reformers now displayed. The difference was that
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the "reforms" sought by the reformers were beyond the scope envisioned by Luther.
Luther was trapped between the break with the conservative humanists and the radical
converts. Originally, the conservatives greeted Luther's reform efforts with praise until
he bypassed what they were comfortable with. The point of no return came because of
his insistence on a doctrine of grace.
Luther then stood caught between the conservative humanists and the radical
reformers. To the humanists, Luther had gone beyond what they could see as needed
reform and instead was destroying the church. He had entered the camp of the enemy.
To the radicals, Luther had not gone far enough. He was behaving in the manner of a
coward, afraid to pursue the establishment ofthe kingdom of God.
The boiling point was reached in the mid 1520s with the Peasants' Revolt. In
general, the farmers to the south were looking for redress for their grievances and relief
from the oppression of the upper class and clergy. To the poor common man Luther's
defiant stance against the church made him into the leader against the oppressors.
Unfortunately for the peasants, Luther was not interested in defying authority in the
interest of society, merely religion for the sake of religion's Truth. The commoners,
believing that Luther would assist them, began a defiant revolt in which they destroyed
property, looted the churches or monasteries and demanded ownership of property. The
upper classes united to put down the revolution and restore order. Luther sided with the
upper class since he subscribed to a belief in hierarchical class society.
It was at this point that the Reformation began to gain political overtones to what
had previously been essentially a religious movement steeped in scholarly debate over
points of dogma. A number of German princes and upper class leaders began to convert
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to Lutheranism as it offered a freedom from the authority of Rome. It also offered a
chance to redress political, social and economic grievances through new authorities.
The Reformation did not stop with Luther's death, but continued to grow
throughout Germany and then spread outward to neighboring countries. One ofthe
radical offshoots of the Reformation was the Anabaptist movement. A main component
ofthe Anabaptist set ofbeliefs was that of adult, rather than infant, baptism. This set of
beliefs led to persecution, as rebaptism was an offense punishable by death according to
Church law. 17 Jensen also states ''the name 'Anabaptist' (rebaptizer) was given them by
their enemies ... (In German-speaking areas, they were referred to as Wiedertaufer
(rebaptizers) or more derogatorily as Schwarmer (fanatics), in the Netherlands, as

Wederdopers.) They usually referred to themselves simply as 'Christians,' or 'Brethren,'
or 'Saints. "' 18 The significance of the Anabaptists will become apparent later in the
section that discusses Oliver Cromwell and religion.
Another offshoot of humanism and a relation to Lutheranism was Calvinism,
named after John Calvin, its founder. The one attribute of Calvinism that constitutes a
major difference from Lutheranism and merits discussion here is that of God's elect and
the doctrine of Predestination. It was a cold view of God though Calvin believed that
God was just and merely through his mercy elected some people to be saved, but
regardless of any actions by the people themselves. Calvinism advocated obedience,
study of the Scripture and, to some extent, suffering ifthat was pleasing to God. Calvin
also had a political aspect to his view of religion. He advocated obedience to God first
17
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and then to an earthly ruler, but if that earthly ruler was intolerable, then civil
disobedience might be called for. Jensen said that it was "a justification for political
resistance and even revolution. This would be used in the next seventy-five years to
justify armed rebellion in France, the Netherlands, Scotland, and England." 19
In general, Calvinism attracted urban residents and the landed gentry from the
country as well as some lesser nobility. In part, it may be because those factions were
aligning themselves against the upper nobility who were closely allied with the higher
echelons of the clergy and the crown.
Lutheranism and Calvinism spread slowly at first into Scotland and England. The
ideas took hold more strongly after John Knox entered the picture in Scotland. Knox
became embroiled in the conflict and came under the influence of Calvin in the 1550s.
Instrumental in the Scottish revolt against the Catholic and French widow of King James
V, Knox's preaching stirred the nobles to join with the common people. After the
ejection ofMary of Guise, "the government was reorganized, a parliament summoned, a
Scottish Confession of Faith proclaimed, and a complete ecclesiastical overhaul
accomplished ... the Mass had been abolished, papal supremacy overthrown, and the
Roman Church replaced by the Reformed Kirk of Scotland, with a directing board of
presbyters and a national consistory."20
England's religious break with the Roman Church did not follow the same
formula as that of Germany and Scotland. The religious schism in England has its own
unique break related more to a stubborn, willful monarch than to real differences between
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the Roman papacy and the people of England. This break however led to the phenomena
of English Puritanism and the distinctive rule of a Lord Protector.
The state of religion in England contributed in part to the Reformation. Religious
authority was less than in the other countries previously discussed. The highest authority
was the king, but the Church owed its allegiance to the Papacy. The clergy had begun to
travel the same path of worldliness and extravagance as the Italian, French and German
clerics. The people of England, while the ecclesiastical authorities were degenerating,
were experiencing a great fever of religious emotion. Devotion to Scripture and the
"Truth" led to a rise in Lutheranism and many heretical viewpoints on the part of the
English. Again, some of the lesser clergy experienced discontent with the state of
religion and used their learning to "reform" it through use of writing and education.
There was the same rejection of the papacy, the transubstantiation of wine and bread into
the blood and body of Christ and the religious Orders (by which I mean to be the system
of monasticism). This dovetailed well with the Lutheran ideas and contributed to its
popularity among the people. One ofthose was William Tyndale, in part responsible for
much of the translation of Scripture, pamphlets and tracts available at the time. The
policies of Henry VIII's lord chancellor, Cardinal Thomas Wolsey were abusive and
repugnant to those within the hierarchy of the church. Wolsey's policies of abuse
perhaps led to more dissatisfaction and cooperation on the part of the clergy with Henry
VIII's desire for a break with the Roman Church.
Henry VIII was stubborn, willful, deeply religious, arrogant, egotistical and
determined to govern England as he chose. Henry originally was known to be a strong
supporter of the papacy until his personal policies clashed with the laws of the Church.
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Determined to successfully obtain his objective, Henry attempted first to persuade, then
finally, defied the Pope. Since Henry's most pressing desire was to renounce his wife,
Catherine of Aragon, and marry again to gain a legitimate male successor to the throne,
he needed the Pope's blessing upon his actions. Unfortunately, Henry's wife was not just
the widow ofhis brother, but the Pope was being held captive by Catherine's powerful
nephew, Charles V. When Henry was denied the annulment that he sought, he attempted
to force the issue through the resentment ofthe Parliaments against the clergy. Henry
was again denied an annulment. At last, he chose to use force and declared himself the
Head of the Church in England. This was accomplished through Thomas Cranmer and
Thomas Cromwell, respectively the Archbishop of Canterbury and a member of the
Royal Council.Z 1 The schism with the Roman Catholic Church was complete and the
official religion was Catholicism as approved by Henry.
Henry's treasury had been depleted sorely due to his profligacy and the
extravagance of Cardinal Wolsey, the recurrent wars and the dabbling in diplomatic
affairs. In order to right his financial difficulties and to remove a difficult problem,
Henry allowed Thomas Cromwell to dissolve the monasteries. Cromwell became
instrumental in reorganizing the entire government and the financial systems. Henry was
no friend of the Lutherans or the Protestants, but he was shrewd enough to employ both
Cranmer and Cromwell as long as it remained politically advantageous for him to do so.
When Henry decided to court the French for their vast coffers as well as their military
strength and dislike ofthe Spanish, it became advantageous to remove Thomas Cromwell
who had entangled Henry with a marriage to Anne of Cleves. The marriage was a
21
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disadvantage in Henry's mind as it brought him closer to the prospect of cooperating with
Lutherans. Cromwell thus was charged with treason and heresy and executed. Anne of
Cleves was divorced. 22
Upon the death of Henry, his only son Edward VI gained the throne, but as a
minor he was under the guidance of a council of regency and Edward Seymour, Duke of
Somerset. Under Edward and Somerset's council, England gradually became more
protestantized. Upon his death, the throne passed to his cousin Lady Jane through a
scheme ofher father-in-law. Lady Jane did not long remain upon the throne. The
supporters of Edward's eldest half-sister, Mary I, beheaded Lady Jane and her young
husband, Guilford Dudley.

Post-Reformation
Queen Mary I, as a Catholic, began her own Restoration project. Politically
unwise, Mary lacked the governing ability to restore her chosen faith in a manner that
could guarantee her own success and popularity with her subjects. Her marriage to a
Spaniard and a Catholic was exceedingly unpopular and had the disadvantage of pulling
England into the precarious politics of the continent. Although Mary's reputation
suffered from her zeal in restoring the Catholic faith, she was not without her good
points. Her actions, certainly, cannot be condoned, but they may be understood as the
result of frustration and a fervent ambitious attempt to do what she understood to be right
in terms of ending the religious schism and heresy. Sadly, Mary's reign was unstable and
fraught with long-reaching consequences for England.
22
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Under Elizabeth's reign, England's religious affiliations reversed yet again. The
reign ofElizabeth has little impact on the topic of Oliver Cromwell with the exception of
her reversal of Mary's Catholic policies and the use of religious images appropriating
them for her. According to Jensen,
Nothing illustrates this better, or was more carefully cultivated, than her effort to
replace the Virgin Mary in the affection ofher subjects with the image of the
Virgin Queen- a 'natural mother ... unto you all.' This cult of the Virgin Queen
was actively promoted in contemporary writing as well as in her progresses, and
helped fill the void in the popular imagination left by the Protestant dethroning of
the Virgin Mary, thus encouraging a deeper loyalty to the queen. It has been
noted by Carole Levin and others that many symbols used to represent Elizabeth
as the Virgin Queen, such as the star, moon, rose, ermine, and pearl, were
symbols appropriated from the iconography of the Virgin Mary, and that images
of the queen were treated in England almost like religious icons. Many English
Protestants took the coincidence of Elizabeth's birthday with the Catholic feast of
the nativity of the Virgin as an omen that in God's sight Queen Elizabeth and the
Anglican Church had replaced Marian Catholicism. 23
Oliver Cromwell also cleverly appropriated imagery in the same manner as
Elizabeth when he attempted to link himself with the royal images in the minds of the
English during his protectorship.
Elizabeth's successor James I was in great part responsible for fostering the
difficulties that plagued the country. James was much like Henry VIII in his attitude in
that he was arrogant in his assertion of his divine right as king, willful in his
determination to rule as an absolute monarch without the means to support his absolutism
and embroiled in a situation that he could contain only as long as he had advisors of great
skill and moderation.
In truth, James was set in his ways long before he came to England's throne. For
twenty-three years James I had been James VI of Scotland and he had had myriad
23
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difficulties within those borders with which to contend. As the Scottish monarch, James
had devoted himself to his studies, writing much upon his favorite subject of the duties of
a monarch and dealing with the difficulties of Scotland in his own way, usually with the
idea of exercising his divine right. Scotland's difficulties arose from the kinship and
alliance ties that seem to go hand in hand with a Celtic heritage. It was common for the
members of a family or a clan and its associated families, farmers and persons with
allegiances owed to the Laird (Lord) to have a sworn blood feud against those of another
Clan and its Laird. As the religious difficulties spread across Europe and into the
Scottish borders, clans began to split themselves apart with minor families going to the
other side. As an example, there might be a clan association of three different family
names - in this instance, let us say Ross, Donald and Stewart to name three common
Scottish names. The Ross family might become Lutherans, the Donald family will join in
with the Presbyterians and the Stewarts remain Catholic. This would then have an effect
of causing more warring within the country and instability as each faction attempts to
gain political power for its own side. James had then been dealing with the difficulties
created by the religious schism for twenty-three years and probably was not inclined to
have much sympathy for either the Catholics or the Presbyterians (Calvinists). At the
beginning ofhis reign in England, then, he is forced to deal again with warring religious
radicals, for in truth the actions of many were the zealous obsessive actions of fanatics.
According to Jensen, James' difficulties with the religious groups continued in his
new role as king of England.
Both Calvinists and Catholics were hopeful that the new regime would be more
favorable to them than Elizabeth's had been. Puritans believed that the new king,
coming from Calvinist Scotland, would patronize their religious views and
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support their social ethics. Catholics, on the other hand, expected James to be
more sympathetic to their faith, probably because it was the faith ofhis mother.
Both were mistaken .... He disliked Scottish Presbyterianism in the first place, and
he was alarmed by a Puritan plea ... for major alterations in the Anglican
service .... James' policy toward the Catholics seems at first to have been more
understanding. He lifted some of the bans against Catholics in England, remitted
recusancy fines (levied against those who refused to attend Anglican services),
and proposed a plan to allow them private exercise of religion. However, alarmed
by the sudden growth of the Catholic congregations, James not only reversed his
24
decision but also ordered the immediate expulsion of all Catholic priests.
A portion of James' difficulties stemmed also from the growing claims to power
put forth by Parliament. Parliament's claims typically came from the increasingly
outspoken and anti-king Commons. "Antagonism between the king and Parliament
began as soon as James reached London in 1603. In its very first session, Parliament
began to assert its own claims to financial and legislative supremacy.... Parliament based
its claim of authority on rather shaky historical precedents, but it refused to back
down."25
James' son, Charles I ascended to the throne in 1625 and to the difficulties
encountered by his father. The inheritance of a problematic government has been a
downfall to many rulers before and since, as in the case of the last Russian Tsar. Charles
I was as unsuitable for kingship as his well meaning, but incompetent father. Charles
was to inherit an expensive war with Spain and very costly entanglements on the
Continent, especially with the Dutch. In addition, Charles increased these Continental
alliances with his marriage to a daughter of France.
Charles has often been portrayed in literature and historical accounts as a
dilettante, languid and foolish. In actuality, Charles was not only an intelligent, well read
24
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man; he was also a great patron of the arts. His desire to surround himself with beauty
led in part to his classification as an indolent, frivolous, monarch with no understanding
of the broader scheme. Like a great many of the monarchs ofhis time, Charles preferred
to seek the opinions ofhis favorites and was content to leave the details ofhis
government to others. It is likely that Charles' respect and love of beauty led him to
believe that his favorites were capable of governing when in reality most were incapable
of the delicate and intricate maneuverings required to keep such a large entity as
England's monarchy afloat in a stormy atmosphere. Charles followed his father's
example to a great degree - he abhorred the possibility that a monarch might not be
God's representative and a God in his own right, he was deeply religious and he was a
spendthrift. In addition, Charles was stubborn and intended to rule as he saw fit, with or
without the consent ofParliament. He locked heads with the Parliaments each time one
was called. Charles' first Parliament intended to impeach his favorite, Buckingham, and
it demanded redress of a variety of grievances. Parliament held the purse strings and felt
that it was entitled to refuse to grant Charles the money necessary to sustain his
government, wars, alliances and household. Charles felt that Parliament existed merely
to assist the monarch with his vast duties and was obligated to obey the slightest whims
ofthe king. Charles, therefore, felt completely justified in dissolving it. The second
Parliament was even more noncompliant and unmanageable. It refused subsidies,
restricted taxation, held two of the king's favorites responsible for abuses of church and
state and presented Charles with a remonstrance for his collection of Tonnage and
Poundage. This Parliament could not be brought under control and eventually was
dissolved. Charles refused for a length of time to call another Parliament until 1640. The
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third and final Parliament of Charles' reign outlasted the monarch. This Parliament
openly defied Charles and systematically garnered support for its middle class aims until
it took the final step and presented Charles with a bill summarizing the grievances and
wrongs committed by the king. The Grand Remonstrance was the note that set off the
English Civil War. Charles was livid and attempted to arrest members of the Commons
responsible for this bill, but failed because they had already fled from the House. In
general, the middle class was hostile to Charles due the excessive taxation, the gentry
were resentful because of fines and the Puritans were disgruntled by the anti-Puritan
policies ofLaud.
This middle class uprising did not include the entire population of England.
Primarily it was a revolution based upon minority segments with the power to shape or
initiate matters to their taste. It was a civil war fought by the Royalist who for one reason
or another found it advantageous to support the Royal government and by the
Parliamentarians who found their influence, money and support tied to the cause ofthe
Parliament. Primarily the Royalists were Catholics, upper nobility, Anglican clergy or
landed aristocrats with interests in the Royal cause. The Parliamentarians were generally
impoverished gentry, lesser nobility, merchants, tradesmen, Puritans, Presbyterians and
persons discontented with the existing order. 26
From out of the swirling waters of discontent and war emerged a man of such
seeming good sense, solid character and inestimable courage that England looked to him
as the model for the seventeenth century Englishman. This man was Oliver Cromwell, a
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general, a member of Parliament, a member of the lesser gentry and eventually "king in
all but name."27

27
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Chapter 2

OLIVER CROMWELL
Biographical Sketch

Although the introduction to our character study may seem irrelevant and
tediously lengthy, it may be defended by the words ofHilare Belloc, "The temper and
character -but not the high talent - of Oliver Cromwell, ultimately derive from that great
loot of cathedral and church endowment, chantries, shrines, hospitals, monasteries,
schools, sacred vessels, lead-roofing, jewels, and bells, which had been carried out from
forty-five to sixty years before his birth, and had transferred to new hands a vast
proportion ofthe national wealth."28
The first commoner to rule England and the model for the new seventeenth
century man was born at the end of the sixteenth century on April25, 1599. 29 Oliver
Cromwell was born into the less moneyed branch of a prosperous family. Maurice
Ashley remarked, "When Oliver was a child, the Cromwells were the most important
people in the town. His uncle, the head of the family, occupied the lovely Elizabethan
manor-house ofHinchingbrooke, which had been built by his grandfather just the other
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side of the river from the High Street; thence it held sway over the neighbourhood like a
little palace. " 30
The Cromwell fortunes were built during the Reformation. Cromwell's greatgreat -great grandfather, Morgan Ap-Williams was a steward at Wimbledon and under the
employ of King Henry VII. Morgan Ap-Williams' son, also a Morgan, was a brewer.
This second Morgan married Katherine Cromwell, daughter ofbrewer, Walter Cromwell.
Katherine and Morgan's son Richard was for all purposes adopted by Katherine's brother
Thomas. 31 Thomas Cromwell was the favorite of King Henry VIII and was instrumental
in the destruction of the monasteries. Thomas assisted Henry with the confrontation with
the Catholic Church, restructuring the Tudor government's ecclesiastical position through
statutes vesting power in the King and his successors. Financial difficulties caused by
Henry's extravagances led to Thomas' appointment to the task of running the government
and royal household with no money. Cromwell's solution was to be found within the Act
of Supremacy. Occasionally referred to as the "hammer" employed by Henry, Cromwell
destroyed the Church under his title as vicar-general. Cromwell first visited each church
and monastery to determine the amount of its income as well as the value of its
belongings. After values were assigned to all churches and monasteries, those under a
certain income and value level were dissolved and the belongings as well as the income
given to the crown. The lands were then sold or given away by the King. The parliament
legally dissolved the religious orders after receiving the results of Cromwell's study
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along with charges of corruption and inefficiency against the orders. 32 Thomas' nephew
Richard also was involved with the scheme to create money for the crown- in the words
ofMaurice Ashley:
He helped Thomas Cromwell to dispose of the monasteries, was knighted, and
won the approval of the King by conducting himselfhandsomely when
jousting .... Thus the son ofMorgan Williams, the Putney brewer, was transmuted,
by the fickle wand of royal favour, into Sir Richard Cromwell, a courtier of
substance and standing, a gallant if not entirely perfect knight. 33
Sir Richard's son Henry inherited the spoils ofThornas and Richard's work and
"built himself mansions both at Hinchingbrooke and Ramsey" where he "entertained in
the lavish manner expected of the nouveax riches." 34 Sir Henry entertained Elizabeth I at
his estate, Hinchingbrooke. This lavish entertaining of a royal guest as well as numerous
other guests sorely depleted the family funds and earned the nickname "the Golden
Knight" for Sir Henry. Henry also took upon himself the task of raising a troop to protect
his neighborhoods from any Spanish who by chance could have invaded the area.
Henry's son Oliver inherited not only his father's wealth, but also his predilection for
lavish, extravagant entertaining. Oliver acquired not only a knighthood, but also the
favour of King James I due to his hospitality towards the new King when he traveled to
London to be crowned. Oliver regularly opened Hinchingbrooke to James and his court
for hunting and shooting parties, which James' loved. Maurice Ashley remarked,
"entertaining kings is an expensive amusement as Sir Oliver Cromwell soon discovered"
and that "the magnificence of two generations had to be requited by borrowing from the
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London money-lenders and selling a large portion ofthe family properties."35 Although
Hinchingbrooke had to be sold off, Sir Oliver remained loyal to the Stuarts until his
death.
Sir Oliver's younger brother, Robert inherited much less ofhis father's wealth.
His inheritance averaged approximately £300 per annum and his wife, Elizabeth brought
a settlement of £60 per annum. 36 Robert and Elizabeth were parents to seven girls and
three boys; two of their sons dying in childhood. In combination with Robert's farming
at Huntingdon, the ownership of a malt-house and a dove-cote, Robert and Elizabeth
attempted to care for their family on the little they received. Robert followed his father's
example by serving as Sheriff of Huntingdon, but he also "had been educated cursorily at
Queens' College, Cambridge, and the Inns of Court," "serving as Commissioner for
Sewers and Justice ofthe Peace ... and he had represented Huntingdon in the Parliament
of 1593."37 Elizabeth, Oliver's mother, was from a family named either Styward or
Steward, probably Steward. John Morley's description ofElizabeth Lynn Steward
briefly deals with claims that there was a common ancestor between the Steward family
and the Stewarts of Scotland. Morley states that this gave rise to the possibility that
Oliver might have royal blood. 38 If indeed this was the case, it may be significant to the
later images projected by Oliver that correlated quite closely to images projected by
royalty. It has been said by some biographers that as a child Oliver hit the future king in
a child's argument between the two. When discussing this probably false tale, it is
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mentioned that popular theory supports this as an omen of Oliver's future disagreement
with the crown. 39
Oliver's education began under Dr. Thomas Beard, not only a close friend of
Robert Cromwell but also the local schoolmaster and preacher. This education was very
distinctly Protestant for a number of reasons: the family was Protestant as they had
benefited from the dissolution of the monasteries, priories, convents and abbeys; the
family lived in an area of England where many refugees from the Catholic continent had
settled; Robert Cromwell attended Cambridge which was a center of"enthusiastic
Calvinists" in seven or eight of the colleges headed by Calvinists; and a number of the
friends of the family were Presbyterian, Calvinist or Puritan. 40
Oliver's education assumes an importance in understanding the character of this
deeply religious man. His first studies consisted oflearning that power was unjustly
placed into the hands of high personages. One significant point in this case is the proof
authored by Thomas Beard attempting to justify the proposition that the Pope is the
Antichrist. 41 It would appear that the opinions ofDr. Beard made a deep impression
upon Oliver since he was instrumental in the overthrowing of authority and power later in
his life. Oliver's education continued at seventeen at Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge.
According to Ashley,
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Sidney was then a hotbed of Puritanism, one of the few Cambridge colleges
which had an unconsecrated chapel without an altar, and whose Master was a man
of morbidly introspective character, ascetic habits, and the sworn foe of all
ritualism. It is a reasonable deduction that Cromwell's parents deliberately raised
him in a Puritan environment and as the scion of a family all ofwhose members
were highly conscious day in and day out of their duty to God and their
dependence upon His mercies. 42
In this latter assessment, I concur with Ashley's opinion that Robert and Elizabeth
Cromwell consciously raised their son in this markedly Puritan milieu. This environment
was responsible for developing traits within Cromwell's character that I believe might
otherwise have lain dormant.
Upon Robert's death, Oliver inherited nearly as meager an inheritance as his own
father had inherited. Ashley's comment upon the inheritances left by Robert, "he left
two-thirds ofhis estate in trust for twenty-one years to provide for his widow and her
daughters"43 allows the modem reader to see that it is not surprising that Oliver should
have left Cambridge - after all, he had next to nothing to support himself I suspect that
Oliver shrewdly grasped this fact and chose to marry in order to make an attempt at
bettering his finances, for Ashley comments "it is true that as soon as he was twenty-one
he married the daughter of a prosperous London merchant, but what marriage portion she
brought him is not known."44 What is known is that Oliver became a farmer in
Huntingdon, but just over a decade later sold the land and became a tenant farmer.
Oliver's fortunes were at a distinctly low point at that time, we do know, because tenant
farmers were considered conspicuously lower in class than modest farmers with their
own land. Oliver's fortunes increased slightly after the death ofhis uncle, Sir Thomas
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Steward, enabling Oliver to become a landowner again. Oliver's worth increased with
the addition of this income to about £500 per year increasing his value beyond that ofhis
father at roughly the same age. 45
During the years of economic struggle, Oliver experienced a religious
intensification that brought him to the conviction that he was one of God's elect chosen
for salvation. It was at this point when Oliver became a member of the radical group of
reformers known as Puritans. In spite of the Puritan upbringing Cromwell had received,
he was not entirely involved with this religious outlook until the years of struggle and his
new conviction that he was destined for salvation. Mark Kishlansky, Bair Professor of
History at Harvard University stated, "Cromwell strengthened ties with friends and
relations who shared his religious outlook. He became part of a network of people
discontented with the government of Charles I, who they believed was ruling in an
arbitrary manner and was not doing enough to suppress Roman Catholics.'.46 This
distaste for Charles and his methods of governing led Cromwell and others with a similar
outlook to seek seats in Parliament. Kishlansky, in reference to Cromwell and his cronies
seeking seats in the Commons, states: "When Parliament convened, they entered the
House of Commons ready to challenge the king.'.4 7
Cromwell entered enthusiastically into the challenge to the king and was one of
the chief instigators of the early disputes. These challenges to the king led to the eventual
dismissal of the parliament and the creation ofthe Long Parliament. This Long
Parliament, which we will discuss in more detail later, helped to create an intolerable
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situation in which civil war was likely and later was to sound the toll of death's bell for
the King. Oliver, like many another revolutionary, volunteered his services as a soldier
against the established head of government.
Ivan Roots sums up Cromwell's military experience in one simple statement in an
introduction to Cromwell: A Profile, "It was the coming of war by August 1642 that gave
Oliver his first real chance to shine, and that was not in Parliament.'.48 Oliver's first
brush with the military was with a cavalry troop from which he rose to become lieutenant
general in the Eastern Association Army. Oliver then supported and perhaps oversaw the
formation of the New Model Army in which he became second-in-command to Thomas
Fairfax. Cromwell's military success is measured in part by his nearly thirty military
victories. Those victories garnered further support from the parliamentarians, giving him
further strength in the government to be. His place was secure enough that he rose to
dizzying heights of power. Cromwell's final stages oflife and the roles he occupied then
will be discussed in further detail in a later section. For now it will suffice to state that he
occupied the powerful position of Lord Protector and ruled over England, Scotland and
Ireland as a quasi-dictator and quasi-king from 1653 to 1658.

Heritage
Oliver Cromwell's heritage is so complex a component to understanding the man
that a brief discussion contained within a larger paper seems slipshod and incomplete. A
person is not a blank slate that events shape and mold, but rather a combination of
experiences and heritage. Although the events that helped to shape Cromwell were vastly
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important, it must also be recognized that Oliver was of a genetically determined stamp
of character that so allowed events to shape him.
It is possible to look at Oliver in his roles using his heritage as a primary lens to

understanding. Seeking a potential truth by means of Cromwell's heritage makes every
little detail important.
First, Oliver had the good fortune to be born male into the aftermath of the
Religious Wars. This marked him as being a superior being, born to the one status that
any male could attain during this period, no matter the class station into which he was
born. He was a master since a female would always be seen as inferior to males. His
second advantage was that he was born into a time of relative peace.
Cromwell's family plays a great deal into the component of understanding. This
family was of Welsh ancestry and with a history- both positive and negative. From this
fact, it may be ascertained that Oliver, like many others of his particular ancestry was
given to pride and strictly adhered to a code ofhonor that may perhaps strike the
contemporary as strange. His people were given to fervent religious expression while
being somewhat reserved in normal life. The group to which Cromwell's family
belonged traditionally is accepted as being an emotional people with a great sense of
duty, reverence for life and a love of religion. This does not preclude, however, the
possibility that the members of this group cannot also be martial, reserved and intensely
logical. Cromwell displayed to some degree the majority of these traits. He did,
however, violate one tenant of the traditional code ofhonor accepted among most persons
claiming a Celtic ancestry- loyalty to other Celtic groups in the face of oppression from
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a non-Celtic group. This code of honor may be found primarily today in the Irish and
Scottish clans, but it can also hold true for any clans or groups of similar ancestry.
To further investigate the family heritage of Cromwell, let us now turn to certain
aspects of the family's history beginning during the Reformation. As we know from our
brief introductory biography of Cromwell, his great-great-great grandfather Morgan
Williams was a steward in the employ of King Henry VII. His great-great grandfather,
also Morgan Williams, was a brewer who married the daughter of another brewer, Walter
Cromwell. Morgan and Katherine's son, Richard, involved himself in Henry VIII's
monastery destruction and gained a knighthood. Cromwell's grandfather, Henry, built
lavish mansions and entertained lavishly. Henry's eldest son shared Henry's penchant
for lavishness as well as inheriting the vast majority of the family spoils while Henry's
younger son inherited only a small sum of the family's wealth which he augmented by
farming and ale-houses.
We may establish specific facts about Cromwell from his family's history, namely
that 1) Cromwell was not only Welsh, but also of middle class status until by chance his
great-grandfather was knighted, 2) Cromwell's family was not particularly wealthy until
the destruction of the monasteries and 3) the family had descended in fortune from
profligacy though not in manner by the time Oliver was born.
Oliver thus was born into a natural attitude of arrogance and self-confidence
resulting from his status and heritage. This superiority and self-confidence related to his
family status and class helped to create the man he became by letting him grow into his
nature and talents.
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The General
As we have previously seen, Oliver Cromwell's early career was lackluster and
average. Though he was moved by the plight ofthe men of the Fens and nearly was
removed forcibly from the Parliament meeting for his impassioned defense of the Fen
men, there is little to suggest that Cromwell would ever amount to anything other than a
local firebrand. It came as a great surprise and shock to see the rapidity with which
Oliver familiarized himselfwith the art of war and amounted to a great success.
Though I hesitate to make comparisons between military leaders of different eras
and nationalities, I would like to suggest that perhaps Cromwell was nearly within the
caliber of greatness such as was evidenced by the Confederate States of America's
General Robert E. Lee and General Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson. Naturally, I would not
include this suggestion unless I believed that there was some truth to it. There has been
made mention of the military greatness by many historians, but Cromwell's name was
linked within the category of greatness by Jon Guttman in an article for Military History.

As a student of history with a deep interest in the War Between the States, I found this
link between Cromwell and the great CSA military leaders to be a fascinating topic.
Therefore, I would like to address this first within the segment ofthis paper dealing with
Oliver Cromwell as a military figure.
Jon Guttman's article, "Sometimes the Crowning Achievements of Great Military
Commanders are not the Most Famous Ones," raises a point of comparison by describing
"Stonewall" Jackson's most popular and famous campaign and the one that he feels to be
the most brilliant achievement in Jackson's career and then moving to Cromwell to do the
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same. Guttman also raises the point that Jackson has been compared to Oliver
Cromwell. 49
The major points of similarity between Stonewall Jackson and Cromwell lie
within a philosophy of war evidenced mostly by their words and actions. It is my belief
that the most successful military leaders are not those who primarily rely upon courage to
achieve victory but rather those who possess an uncanny feel for strategy, an ability to get
within the mind of the opponent and then to call upon an inner reserve of courage.
Shelby Foote describes Jackson as a "pious, blue-eyed killer"50 and about
Cromwell it has been said that his eyes would glow with the light of battle, much as it
would later be said about Jackson. Shelby Foote, in an interview for Geoffrey Ward's

The Civil War, stated the following about Jackson:
He had this strange combination of religious fanaticism and a glory in battle. He
loved battle. His eyes would light up. They called him "Old Blue Light" because
of the way his eyes would light up in battle. He was totally fearless, and had no
thought whatsoever of danger at any time when the battle was on. 51
Cromwell, with no military experience, volunteered to raise armies in his home
counties: Cambridge and Huntingdon. This action in itself established Cromwell's depth
of conviction as well as the inherent strength of character that he possessed. Actions such
as this came to characterize Cromwell and to distinguish him from among all the other
"men of spirit" who believed as he did. The depth of conviction displayed by Cromwell
is the same deep conviction that stood Stonewall Jackson in good stead on the fields of
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battle during the War Between the States. For a man with no prior familiarity with
military matters, Cromwell did well at the battle ofEdgehill, his first. He rose quickly to
the position of colonel; his date of rank (DOR) being 1643. Considering that the first big
battles of the war came in 1642, the attainment of such a quick DOR was immense.
Cromwell's ability came from his systematized logistical flexibility and a total logistical
capability. During the spring ofthat year (1643), Cromwell began to attract and
amalgamate within his ranks men who believed much as he did. The exercise of this
functional, optional compatibility system contributed significantly to Cromwell's

i.

Ironsides regiment becoming the vanguard of the Parliamentary forces.
Maurice Ashley states about Cromwell that "Though Cromwell was over forty
when the first civil war began, it was the call of military duty that gave him his chance
first to reveal fully to his fellow countrymen the dynamism ofhis character."52 Oliver
was indeed the possessor of a dynamism of character. As a military man, Oliver veered
away from the passion and fervor of his early political career towards an organized
approach that suited his personality well.
Later Ashley asserts "War enabled him to exert his power to command in a way
that had never been open to him in peace."53 The coming of the war created a need for a
man with confidence and a certain brand of arrogance who also was an excellent
strategist, trainer and organizer. A commander in the military should possess an ability
not only to communicate with those in the branches of government, but also an ability to
organize and mesh his ideas with the raw talents ofhis troops. This integrated
52
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management capability is of utmost importance as can also be seen in the way Stonewall
Jackson managed and directed his troops.
Ashley also verifies in his text Oliver Cromwell and the Puritan Revolution the
previously mentioned assertions that Cromwell would take on a distinct attitude during
battle. He uses Oliver's Puritan faith to help explain this:
He had an assurance in himself that derived from his Puritan faith. "He seldom
fights," noted one ofthe chaplains, "without some text of Scripture to support
him." He is said to have been found all by himself on the eve of the battle of
Marston Moor wrestling in prayer with his Bible in front of him. It was the fusion
in him of the practical officer- worrying over his soldiers' pay, organizing their
food and transport, always looking for a prompt move to bring him to grips with
the enemy- with the inspired Puritan, conscious of the righteousness ofhis cause
and certain that God would win his battles for him, which invoked the trust of his
men. 54
This inspiration and certainty of God's support in battle was shared by Stonewall as well
-who could not be called normal in any way in the modem view because of his
idiosyncrasies, but he had a strength of purpose and a certainty that inspired his men to
follow him.
Daniel W. Stowell explored Stonewall Jackson and his relationship with God for
inclusion in the text Religion and the American Civil War, a compilation of a variety of
studies. Stowell's article mainly deals with the idolatrous hero-worship that sprang up
around Stonewall Jackson, especially after his death. However, he makes a point to
explain how Jackson's actions and beliefs before his death helped to enshrine Jackson in
the hearts of the Southerners after his death. The most valuable point he raises is that
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"Jackson embodied the Christian attributes they considered vital to the success of the
Confederacy."55
Cromwell and Jackson shared a similar religion and a similar outlook towards the
men of their military divisions in light of religion. Stowell states, "A Presbyterian deacon
and Sunday school superintendent, Jackson had encouraged revivals among his troops
and had often inquired about the spiritual state of his men. He prayed fervently before
and during battles and ascribed all successes to God's providential assistance."

56

Although Cromwell may be considered more an Independent than Presbyterian,
he and Stonewall both believed in God's Providence and interference in all aspects of
life. RobertS. Paul said of Cromwell and his first battle, he "proceeded to
Grantham... where he met and defeated a far superior royalist force from Newark, thereby
tasting the fruits of personal victory in the field for the first time."57 In addition, "in his
account of the victory Cromwell exaggerated his own weakness and emphasized the
greatness of God's intervention on their behal£"58
After Jackson's death, Confederates struggled to find meaning in the loss of their
beloved Christian Warrior; one theory expounded by the Episcopalian Francis H. Smith
of the Virginia Military Institute was that God intended Stonewall to be a model of the
Christian soldier for other Confederate soldiers and that Stonewall's heroism had no
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parallel. 59 The grieving Confederacy sought desperately to reassure themselves as to
God's reasons for the death of their Christian hero as did the supporters of the
Protectorate upon the death of Cromwell. Each event led to the enshrinement of the
Christian hero in the mythical worship of Cromwell by his supporters, chief among them
Carlyle, and the prominence of Stonewall in the Lost Cause Myth ofthe Confederacy.
After the battle of Marston Moor (2 July 1644), Cromwell's superior neglected to
follow the principal of"following up" which will be referred to here as a responsive
mobility policy (RMP). Generally, the military leaders whom modem man classifies as
"great" have followed this responsive mobility policy (RMP), but Cromwell's superior,
Manchester, neglected to do so and was criticized soundly by Cromwell for his neglect.
It was also during this period that Cromwell began quarrels with other officers - one

being "a keen Scottish Presbyterian named Major-General Laurence Crawford ... had
insisted that junior officers ought to adhere to the Covenant, an insistence singularly out
of place in an army largely manned by lndependents.'.6° In fact, Cromwell was seething
over "the failure of the high command to follow up" on this responsive mobility policy,
but also over Scottish insistence upon the Covenant and by
November 1644 he made a speech in the Lower House, openly condemning the
conduct of his commander-in-chief whom he bluntly accused of"backwardness in
all action."61
Manchester of course filed a series of countercharges and the House considered an
indictment, but chose to "form a 'new model army' and to introduce a 'self-denying
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ordinance', whereby members ofboth Houses should lay down their posts and commands
62

and leave the waging of the war to non-political soldiers."

It is often asserted that

Cromwell had nothing to do with the formation of the New Model Army, but he was
known as a strong supporter of such. During the formation, Cromwell was finishing up
an expedition, then his service period was extended, until finally a movement grew to
retain him in his services though he was subject to the self-denying ordinance. 63
Cromwell at this time was obviously struggling to continue to follow his superiors
while his instincts were telling him that something different should have been done. It is
all too apparent though that Cromwell was not truly preparing to step down from his
military command as he readily agreed to his continuations in service. In fact, though
Ashley asserts that Cromwell was not occupied with the formation of the New Model
Army, I have also observed that some historians do not entirely feel that this is true.
Some conjecture that Oliver was politically active in the shadows in this matter and that
this was his first covert endeavor to acquire the reins of Parliamentary power. Since there
is a dearth of evidence at the moment either way, I must admit that in my own opinion, it
seems suspicious that Oliver should support the self-denying ordinance and the formation
of the New Model Army, yet not be a part of the formations. In many other instances
when Oliver believed in a cause, he was swift to become involved; yet, here he does not.
This tentativeness does not ring true ofthe bold defender of the Fen Men.
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Yet, in spite ofOliver's shadowy stirring ofthe murky world of civil war politics,
as a military leader, Oliver appeared to have been born for command and possessed an
uncanny ability to carry out his plans.

Religion
For Oliver Cromwell, religion was a matter of great, lasting and deep importance.
Thomas Carlyle stated in regards to Cromwell and religion, "Oliver was henceforth a
Christian man; believed in God, not on Sundays only, but on all days, in all places and in
all cases. " 64 Truly, this is an illuminating way to state that Cromwell was a Godly man.

It is remarkable to find a man with Cromwell's propensity for military matters also to
have such a personal relationship with his God. Most men of this bearing are not willing
to open their lives to such scrutiny while still living- one of those men, who like
Cromwell, was willing to do so was General Thomas "Stonewall" Jackson whom we
have previously examined.
RobertS. Paul believed that a study of Cromwell should not be separated from an
examination ofhis religion. Indeed, he said, "if we are to attempt to understand
Cromwell's career it is of the utmost importance that we should discover to what extent
he shared the theological beliefs common to his time."65 Paul's text also includes a quote
from Lord Macauley in relation to common theological beliefs of the Puritans.
''The Puritans," wrote Lord Macauley, ''were men whose minds had derived a
peculiar character from the daily contemplation of superior beings and eternal
interests. Not content with acknowledging, in general terms, an overruling
64
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Providence, they habitually ascribed every event to the will of the Great Being,
for whose power nothing was too vast, for whose inspection nothing was too
minute."66
Carlyle continued throughout the collection ofletters and speeches that he edited
to intersperse commentary upon Oliver's character. He stated in a quite lengthy manner:
Oliver naturally consorted henceforth with the Puritan Clergy in preference to the
other kind; zealously attended their ministry, when possible;- consorted with
Puritans in general, many of whom were Gentry ofhis own rank, some of them
Nobility of much higher rank. A modest devout man, solemnly intent 'to make
his calling and his election sure,'- to whom, in credible dialect, the Voice ofthe
Highest had spoken. Whose earnestness, sagacity and manful worth gradually
made him conspicuous in his circle among such. -The Puritans were already
numerous. John Hampden, Oliver's Cousin, was a devout Puritan, John Pym the
like; Lord Brook, Lord Say, Lord Montague, -Puritans in the better ranks, and in
every rank abounded. 67
This natural consorting with other Puritans obviously had the effect of strengthening and
enforcing Oliver's natural predilection for the Puritan way of worship. Oliver's intent
also ''to make his calling and his election sure" seems to have been formed in the years
when he underwent his conversion from a believer to a fervent, devout believer. It also
seems significant that Carlyle insists upon the "Voice of the Highest" speaking to Oliver.
Not only is there no specific reference from Oliver as to the occurrence of this speaking
in a "credible dialect," but also it makes Carlyle appear to be the "imbecile" that he calls
Mark Noble. 68 Carlyle's "archenemy" in the business ofwriting the history of Cromwell,
Rev. Mark Noble, appears throughout Carlyle's text used by him as a fool who brings
forth only the "lies and half-truths" which injure Cromwell's contributions and memory.
Although Carlyle thinks little of any historians (James Heath; Rev. Mark Noble; Ludlow;
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'Mr. Banks' or a Gentleman of the Middle Temple and one Kimber, a Dissenting

Minister of London), he briefly deigns to mention John Forster and an anonymous Critic
of Ludlow upon whom he will bestow a half-approval.
Another Cromwell historian, A. A. Hilary expresses the following in regards to
Cromwell and religion:
For Cromwell in his late twenties has begun to undergo the spiritual experiencesthe heart-searchings and the self-condemnations - common to the great Puritan
leaders, but in an unusually extended and extreme form. Even as late as 1638 he
was suffering periods of depression and doubts of his spiritual worthiness. For
months at a time he worried about his "sins"- probably not very serious ones in
the eyes of any but God's elect. 69
Hilary's commentary upon Cromwell and his religion gives one a clearer picture
ofhow deeply intense Cromwell's spirituality was- he suffered from depression and
doubts- common, as he says, to ''the great Puritan leaders," but to a more intense degree.
The deepness of Cromwell's spirituality somehow, I feel, is connected to his depressions
and searchings. Persons with an emotional outlook as well as introverts are prone to selfsearchings - but not, I think, to such a deep degree unless, perhaps, there is also an
emotional disturbance of some sort.
In all fairness, it must be admitted that some historians when faced with the more
unusual aspects of Cromwell's character have felt that Cromwell was an emotionally
disturbed soul. Although I do not intend to state whether or not Cromwell was disturbed
in this manner, it must be admitted that he did behave rather strangely and in a manner
that suggests that he experienced problems. In my own opinion, I feel that Cromwell was
a highly emotional person with an odd bent to his thinking that made him very
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susceptible to depression and other mental illnesses, but I do not believe that he was in
any way, "crazy."
In regards to the most sensible analysis of Oliver Cromwell and religion, I have
found that a simple paragraph by Maurice Ashley explains to the best degree what Oliver
truly believed and thought. Maurice Ashley is not the first historian to have concentrated
on Oliver Cromwell, but one ofthe most insightful in addition to being one of the more
contemporary thinkers to explore Cromwell. Following, then, is his well-constructed
explanation of Cromwell's January 22, 1655 speech:
Though Cromwell believed that he and his fellow Puritans had been called by
God to govern the three nations of England, Scotland, and Ireland, he thought that
the cause of the civil war was that the monarchy and the Church of England had
refused to allow Christians to find God and to interpret his wishes by their own
means- through prayer, with the aid of teachers of their own choosing, and by the
study of the Bible. Cromwell did not think that any arbitrarily appointed
hierarchy should prescribe how men and women were to seek God and study his
wishes. He strove for individual freedom and believed that neither the Pope, as
Bishop of Rome, nor the English Bishops could order men's personal religion.
Images, ceremonies, and the Mass he regarded alike as relics of discarded
superstitions. Men must seek and find God for themselves. That was the basic
liberty. That was why in his very first speech in the House of Commons, he
attacked a clergyman who preached "flat popery" and was upheld against his
critics by the Bishop of Winchester. In the Long Parliament, which met in 1640,
he showed himself uncompromisingly hostile to the authorities who ruled the
Church of England, because he believed that they were reviving "popery" and
preventing the free discussion of Christianity. He demonstrated his animosity
against the bishops by advocating the abolition of their offices as well as of their
secular powers, and he stood ready to fight against the monarchy because it was
sustaining "the tyranny of the bishops." The immediate cause ofthe war,
however, had been Parliament's refusal to allow a King it had come to mistrust to
retain control of the militia, the only armed force in the kingdom. 70
When looking at Ashley's synopsis of Cromwell's beliefs, it is easy to compare it
to the speech made by Cromwell in 1655 and see exactly how he truly felt. In the very
70
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first sentence, Cromwell states directly that in the beginning of the struggle, religion was
not the cause of the war. The deep emotion to which religion stirred Cromwell is evident
in the very tone used in the speech to which Ashley referred. Indeed, as Ashley has said,
Cromwell believed quite vehemently that men should have their religion as their own
without the intervention of the bishops -he himself stated as much in his early letters to
family. In another of Ashley's texts, he stated that "Something of the social and religious
atmosphere of the Cromwell family has come down to us in letters written when Oliver
was a young man ... .In general, these letters are impregnated with an intimate Christian
feeling. " 71
Cromwell, it may also be ascertained from Ashley's synopsis, was an independent
thinker and wished for the majority of Christians to also be independent ofbishops,
hierarchies and Rome. The strongest indication of Cromwell's independence lies in the
statement that "Men must seek and find God for themselves." 72 If we return to RobertS.
Paul and his text, we see a strong indication that this seeking was probably closely related
to Cromwell's knowledge ofthe Bible.
It has been said that "for his a single volume comprehended all literature, and that
volume was the Bible," and while the statement needs modification, it is true that
his amazing knowledge of the Bible made up for any deficiencies in literature. 73

Interestingly enough, this strong identification with the Bible for Cromwell was
also to occur later with Christians in the American South and likely played a part in
Stonewall Jackson's religious character.
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The American way of interpreting the Scriptures emerged in an increasingly
democratized society, an expression of the growing faith in the ability of ordinary
people to manage their own religious lives. The Bible became the national book
open to all to read and understand. 74
I believe that Cromwell and the Independents would have been very pleased to
see that their belief that people should or could be responsible for their religious lives was
later believed by a fairly large majority of people and this independence in religion was
openly practiced without fear of reprisals by a government.
Richard Boyer, editor of a 1966 text containing selections ranging from
Cromwell's contemporaries' opinions to the Puritan point of view to a twentieth-century
reappraisal, discusses in his introduction the relation between Cromwell's religion and
public affairs. Boyer believes that "Cromwell's political ideals were the direct outcome
ofhis religious creed."75 This belief is further explained when Boyer tells his audience
I

that to Cromwell ''the interests ofthe people of God and the interests ofthe people of
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England may have been different but definitely not irreconcilable ... his government could
reconcile the majority ofthe English people and win them to the interest of Jesus
Christ."76
This does in some ways account for some ofthe behavior that appeared to be
irrational or the policies that contradicted his previous statements. For example, as a
Christian, Cromwell would have believed in the Commandment that tells Christians not
to kill. So, how then was a man of God to respond when he was confronted with a king
like Charles? For Cromwell, it certainly seems feasible to state that he fought for the
74
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king's life as long as he could, but finally resigned himself to the inevitable that for
England to survive, Charles must perish. Although, we must also consider the possibility
that in Cromwell's eyes, God was urging him to speak and act out against the threat to
His Word. It is a possibility that Cromwell feared the pro-Catholic sentiments of the
King and the influence that the King's Catholic wife had upon him.
Cromwell states directly that "Religion was not the first thing contested for, but
God brought it to that issue at last; and gave it unto us by way of redundancy; and at last
it proved that which was most dear to us." 77 It certainly seems that Cromwell wanted to
make the Civil War into a war of religion, but we must also remember that he daily lived
a life of religion. His entire life was caught up with his Puritan ways, for a Christian
ought to bear witness to his faith.
Christopher Hill, writing from a Marxist point of view, focused mainly upon
Cromwell and his effect upon economics and society. However, he did briefly touch
upon Cromwell and religion when he wrote chapter eight of God's Englishman. In this
chapter, Hill explores from a socialistic point of view Cromwell's relationship to
Christians and non-Christians. Hill states, "Oliver was associated with no specific '-ism'
in politics, just as he was not known as a member of any religious sect: no dissenting
body today claims him as one of their early members."78
Hill further explores Cromwell and religion in the second part of chapter eight
during his inquiry into the revolution and its theories. A summary of Hill's argument
would merely be that since the revolutionaries did not have creative thinkers to lead the
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revolution nor any true influence from another country's revolution as did the French or
Russian revolutionaries, they turned to the one source that they had been taught was the
"source of all wisdom."79
Oliver certainly believed that the Bible was the one source of wisdom and though
this was in Hill's view "dangerous" Cromwell acted in accordance with this belie£ This
belief led Oliver to support the policy of religious toleration, for if a group might be
suppressed, then it stood to follow that God's word might have been suppressed along
with the group. However, this religious toleration did not hold true for the Irish
Catho lies. 80
Notwithstanding the open tolerance that Oliver wanted to show towards the
majority of English religious groups, it must be understood that this was a politically
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well-placed policy for Cromwell to display. lfhe had behaved with the same lack of
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tolerance and the closed-off manner as the Kings James and Charles, then it would have
stood to reason that the people would not have been as willing to support him and his
army during the war. If many factions wish to fight a common enemy, then it does not
behoove the leading faction to attempt in any way to oppress the others and thus alienate
them from the common cause. Oliver was politically intelligent enough at the time of the
war to understand and use this to his advantage. I am not inclined to believe that Oliver
believed in toleration for the sake of toleration, but must give credence to the claim by
Hill that Oliver supported toleration of God's word from those groups that might speak it.
My argument with Hill's claim lies in the fact that Oliver did not support the toleration of
79
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Catholics, Episcopalians, Ranters and other radical religious sects if they might be a
danger to his authority. I believe that Oliver supported toleration as long as it did not
infringe upon his point of view and his plans for England. If Oliver truly believed that
men should seek and find God for themselves, then he would not have opposed the
toleration of any religious group whether or not he felt that the group was repressive of
Christian verity.
Oliver's relationship with his religion may be traced throughout his career and at
each point in his life; it has a slightly different twist. As a child, Oliver was reared to be a
Puritan and educated as such by some of the leading Puritan thinkers of the day. In his
early manhood, Oliver underwent a deep conversion that marked his behavior for the
remainder ofhis life. As a military man, Oliver sought to reconcile the teachings of his
God with the most expedient way to conduct war. As a constructor of the new
government, he urged toleration. As the Lord Protector, Cromwell was less inclined to
urge people to seek God for themselves if that seeking might cause him more difficulty in
his governing methods.

So, what then, might we say about Oliver and religion? To summarize, we must
admit that Oliver was deeply religious throughout the majority of his lifetime and sought
to reconcile God's word with the matters of life. However, we must also remember that
Oliver was human and like all humans, subject to interpreting God's word in the manner
most advantageous to his way of thinking. In essence, Oliver's religion had a lasting
effect upon England because he helped to introduce religion into the everyday
proceedings of the non-monarchical government. Oliver's legacy today for England in
the form of religion links forever the monarch with the Church of England and no other
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recognized form of religion. His religious link to the civil wars has led to a policy of
non-toleration of the freedom of the monarchy to worship God in any other church.

Government
Oliver Cromwell's relationship to government and his philosophy of government
underwent a metamorphosis during each period of his life. It may be speculated that
these transformations came as a result of Oliver's attempts to control his destiny yet
insisting that he was only responding to God's will. It may also be confirmed that
Oliver's nature, though not capricious, was changeable. Maurice Ashley's texts are
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among those that hint at such a temperament.
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In his early years, Oliver held some interest in government and found a place for
himself by an impassioned defense of the Fen men- people existing in a swampy district
commonly known as the Fens. Cromwell's main concern with the Fens was merely that
he felt it wrong to drain the Fens for enclosure for the benefit of the wealthy area
landowners at the expense of the poor trying desperately to eke out a living in that
swamp. I would venture to suggest that Cromwell's defense in this instance was out of a
sense of moral duty toward those who needed assistance. It sprang from a true concern
for those who needed a defender against the wealthy interests ranged against them.
John Morrill's article that appeared in History Today in 1999 states,
Too many people prefer a demonized misrepresentation to the difficult truth. But
equally, many people have preferred a sanctified misrepresentation to a difficult
truth. Cromwell was not the champion of popular democratic rights
('Government,' he told a purged Parliament, 'is for the people's good, not what
pleases them'), nor was he a convinced republican- until very late on he was
offering Charles I his life ifhe would abdicate in favour ofhis youngest son, and
throughout the 1650s he sought to find a constitutional settlement that had
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'somewhat monarchical in it'. He inspired generations from the 1830s to the
81
1930s; but they had a willful misunderstanding of his politics.
How true is this previous paragraph of Morrill's when he boldly states that
Cromwell has been misrepresented. I certainly do not believe that Cromwell was the
champion of rights nor the republican that he has been depicted as being by so many
wishing to rewrite history and Cromwell for their own purposes. There is evidence that
he leaned towards championing rights and towards some type of republicanism, though
quite watered down! Cromwell's continual reversals have led the factions that supported
him and those opposing to believe that he was either one or the other. Cromwell's

supporters wished to believe that he indeed was a champion of rights and republic, but
the monarchists and royalists fervently desired to support their own agenda. Each
historian, though far more learned and capable of analyzing Oliver, has had an agenda to
support. It is my aim to be impartial in my discussion of Cromwell's politics and even
character, for truly I do not know the man nor does my life hang in the balance upon
whether or not Cromwell was or was not anything which has been said of him. I merely
may state facts and conclusions that I have been able to reach on my own. Having said
this, let us now turn towards those facts and the conclusions that may be reached from
them.
First, in Cromwell's own words: "Some things are fundamental about which I
shall deal plainly with you: They may not be parted with; but will, I trust, be delivered
over to posterity, as being the fruits of our blood and travail. The Government by a
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Single Person and a Parliament is fundamental!" 82 This statement indeed supports two
possibilities - 1) that Cromwell intended that there should be a republican government
headed by one person and a parliamentary system or 2) that Cromwell believed that there
ought to be a monarchical system with a king and a parliament to support the king.
Frankly, I feel that at this time Cromwell was leaning towards a republican system. The
evidence points towards this as a strong possibility because Cromwell was 1) addressing
the first Protectorate parliament when he made this comment in his speech, 2) grappling
with the question of how to prevent anarchy from taking root in the place of the
overthrown monarchy where liberty was eagerly sought to the utmost degree by some
groups, and 3) acting as the chief executive under the title of Lord Protector.
Cromwell also felt ''that parliaments should not make themselves perpetual. " 83
This second of Cromwell's fundamentals of government may be defined in one of two
ways. Either Cromwell believed that parliaments should exist within a government and
should be limited to a certain term or he did not accept that a parliament should exist at
all within a structure of government.
The first possibility, that Cromwell believed in the existence of a parliament,
though one limited to a short-term, is more likely since he stated directly that
"parliaments should not make themselves perpetual."84 In 1655, Cromwell was
addressing the first Protectorate parliament to have been called after the "reign" of the
Long Parliament. Perhaps, Cromwell's dislike of"perpetual" parliaments is a result of
the Long Parliament. After all, this Long Parliament was originally the last parliament
82
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called by King Charles in 1640 and it managed to remain in existence until1653. It is
quite conceivable that Cromwell had developed distaste for the idea of a perpetual
parliament merely as a result of seeing the failure of the Long Parliament to resolve many
of the problems facing England. This Long Parliament had, after all, even removed some
of its own members in what is typically known as Pride's Purge in 1648. The remainder
of the Long Parliament again proved to be a failure and was replaced by a nominated
Parliament sympathetic to the army and the Puritans, but again this, too, was a failure.
It is also possible to argue from the previous statement made by Cromwell that he

disliked and disapproved ofthe concept of parliaments. He obviously does not wish
parliaments to empower themselves - "parliaments should not make themselves" may be
said to support this claim. Ifthen, a parliament does not empower itself, then why should
it even exist? If an unempowered parliament sits, it is unable to fulfill its duties towards
its country and thus is a failure. Cromwell, as may easily be seen, assisted with the
replacement of the Long Parliament, therefore, why would he wish to see an obvious
failed body of government exist?
Most likely, though, for several reasons I would argue that Cromwell did indeed
believe that a Parliament was a necessary body within a legal governing structure. Of
these many reasons, the most striking to my mind are that 1) Cromwell had grown up in a
country where a parliament had been commonplace for a majority of years, with the
exception of the years when Charles ruled without a parliament, 2) Cromwell had served
within a parliament himself during his early career and 3) Cromwell was instrumental in
the creation of the nominated "Barebone's Parliament" in addition to the later parliaments
of the Protectorate.
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Cromwell's third statement makes quite clear his feelings upon religion and the
government- "Is not liberty of conscience in religion a fundamental? ... Liberty of
conscience is a natural right. ... " 85
This third fundamental according to Cromwell tells us two very important things
about Oliver and his beliefs. It tells us that he does not separate religion from the
government and that he does believe in the concept ofthe Rights ofMan.
As a Puritan, Cromwell identified with the basic tenents of Puritanism- a
commitment to morality, worship and a civil society in strict conformity to God's Word.
The purification that the Puritan movement sought within the Church also eventually
came to stand for purification of the government of England. Cromwell, with his support
of the Barebone's Parliament, was attempting to help usher in religious or moral reform
through the use of a governing body.
Cromwell's address to this Barebone's Parliament, attends to this question quite
simply for the world to see. It is immediately obvious that Cromwell does not separate
the government from religion, but rather, links his Puritan God to the governing body in
the most intimate of ways: namely, he tells his Saints that they have been chosen to
govern England by God, in accordance to God's Word.
After the dissolution of the Barebone's Parliament, Cromwell links his own
protectoral government to the Word of God. In numerous speeches, Cromwell calls upon
God to guide England and the people of the Protectorate. Cromwell requests support in
the fight against Catholic Spain because he believes that Spain is the natural enemy of
Godly men. His policies abroad are directed towards war against ungodliness and his
85
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final actions in foreign policy point toward removing the threat to the league of Protestant
nations that Cromwell had wished to create.
Cromwell, it may be stated, does support the Rights of Man, though this
document was to be written later. This we know from his use of referring to fundamental
rights, natural rights and liberty of conscience.
Oliver Cromwell's thought on the subject of the rights of man primarily relate to
religion and are, in a sense, derived from his religion. Michael Palumbo explains the
relationship to Christianity in part one of his text, Human Rights: Meaning and History.
Palumbo introduces this connection when he states, "The notion of human rights is an
ancient one, and in the Western tradition goes back at least to the Old Testament." 86 I
believe that we may safely state that Cromwell's thoughts upon rights were connected to
his religion because of his own words that rhetorically question if liberty of conscience is
not a fundamental in religion. 87 Although Oliver is referring to a liberty of conscience in
choice of religion, his thoughts reflect the growing philosophical questions being
explored during his time. His thoughts are a reflection of John Locke's rights of manlife, liberty and property- thought to be protected against the arbitrary encroachments of
government.
This question of the rights of man are grounded in the belief that man possesses
by being "human" rights given to him by his creator that cannot be usurped by any manmade laws, rules or customs. These rights, here referred to as "natural rights" are most
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commonly components of"naturallaw"- the most basic of definitions within the study
of human rights.
According to Palumbo's explanation of Christianity and human rights,
Another aspect of Christianity which supports human rights is the concept of the
immortality of the soul. This doctrine lays emphasis on each man's importance
and worth as an individual. Every human being was created by God and is
destined for eternal life. This being the case, each person has the right to be
treated with respect because he is more than a cog in a wheel but a special and
unique creation of God. 88
This being the case, it is understandable that to Oliver, each individual had the

.
I

right to determine for himself the method ofworship and that this right should be upheld
by the government. Cromwell's Puritan upbringing had instilled within him a belief that
civil society was to strictly conform to God's Word, which in turn means that God's
Word was to be protected by civil society and its instrument of government.
The fourth of Cromwell's fundamentals "is the militia [that is, control ofthe
armed forces]. That is judged a fundamental if anything be so. That it should be well
and equally placed is very necessary."89
This fourth fundamental may be interpreted to mean that Cromwell was
concerned that a militia might be used against the people that it was meant to protect. He
did, after all, have first-hand experience with civil war in a country where the only militia
was under the control of the king and that one had been used to enforce laws unpalatable
to the people of the nation. However, Cromwell had also seen a Parliament with the
power to raise a militia against the "rightful" ruler of the country.
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Cromwell's concern with the placement of such a militia probably may be traced
to his concerns that a repeat of the Long Parliament and its subsequent use of the King's
militia against him could also occur in the new Protectorate. What, after all, was to stop
his parliament from choosing to defy him as the Long Parliament had defied Charles I?
What was to stop the new parliament members from one-by-one coercing Cromwell into
turning over more ofhis Protectoral powers into the hands of the parliament?
I question how Cromwell was going to decide how the control was to be ''well
and equally placed." Did he intend to share the power of this control with the parliament
or did he intend to keep the power within his reach? I know that as he grew older and his
"court" became more regal, he became more concerned that his army should be used
against him. In a country where this had happened and he himself had partaken of such
actions it must be said that it would have been easy for this to happen again, should the
power of control not be exercised with caution.
What can we conclude from Cromwell and some of his policies of government? I
think that we may come to the conclusion that he was in part a revolutionary, though also
at the same time a conservative. Again from Maurice Ashley, we are informed,
Recently it has been argued that Cromwell's policy was to uplift the class from
which he himself sprang -the middle class, the country gentry. Though in the
end, he tried to construct a House of Lords ofhis own choosing, selected from the
godly people of the land, he disliked the influence of the old nobility both in
England and in Scotland, much as during his youth, he had taken part in the
struggle to destroy the power of the Church of England bishops. It is
understandable why Cromwell was so much admired by the late Victorians, men
like Gardiner or Morely; for in a way, the kind of reforms for which he contended
resembled the legal reforms advocated by Charles Dickens, the religious equality
sought by the Nonconformists, and the maintenance of traditional middle-class
90
family life in which they themselves believed.
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It would seem then, that Cromwell was strictly a middle-class, traditionalist
rebelling against both the nobility and the radicalism ofhis time. He was caught in
wanting reforms, yet also longing for a traditional life in the same way he had always
known it. Cromwell's attempt to reform the government and the crown are often
believed to be failures, yet were they really? Ashley seems not to believe so:
It sometimes is asserted that Cromwell was in no sense a constructive statesman,
that he was a destroyer rather than a builder, and that no traces ofhis work
remained after the Restoration in 1660 .... But in fact, a number of constitutional
changes were preserved, the law courts were to some extent reformed (English
became their language), and the navigation acts for upholding British shipping
and shipbuilding, which had been strengthened during the Interregnum, were
reenacted in the reign of Charles II. 91
I must admit that although I have trouble believing that any good came from the
Interregnum, it seems that if the courts underwent some reform and navigation acts also
benefited from Cromwell's government, then it would appear that Cromwell's
Protectorate was oflasting value to the English people. In all fairness, it seems that
another stronger value came to England from Cromwell: England became more
committed to preservation of the monarchy, yet also in enacting reforms through
parliament without the use of bloodshed. A more moderate approach to government and
compromise seems to have begun to emerge from out of the regicide of Charles and the
rule of a commoner.

Ireland
The small country oflreland has a bitter and sad history in which Oliver
Cromwell played a part. The troubles oflreland may be traced back almost to its very
91
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early past. In order to discuss Oliver's part in the history oflreland, it is necessary to
give a brief summation of the history of this little nation.
Christianity arrived in Ireland in the 400s and quickly the monasteries became
centers of learning for the Celtic people. Religion and culture became very closely
connected. Invaders and visitors to the nation were absorbed into the culture with
relative ease until the 1100s. In 1170 King Henry II, the Norman king of England, was
asked to assist in the recovery of a small kingdom belonging to one Dermot
MacMurrough. Dermot's kingdom was recovered, but after his death was claimed by an
English baron whose claim was supported by Henry. Normans quickly began to claim
portions oflreland until they held the majority of the land in the 1300s, although by the
1400s loyalty to England was unknown except for a small area outside ofDublin. 92
The English domination ofireland truly began in 1541 under our previously
mentioned Englishman, King Henry VIII. Henry, in typical tyrant fashion, forced the
Irish parliament to declare him King oflreland and he introduced Protestantism in the
small country. His daughter Mary began the settlement system in Leix and Offaly
counties during her reign and Henry's youngest daughter, Elizabeth, was responsible for
more sorrow and hatred in Ireland through her outlaw of the Roman Catholic services and
execution ofbishops and priests. Revolts broke out and continued untill603 when
James I ascended the throne and promptly continued the settlement system in Northern
Ireland. The Roman Catholics feared losing their land along with their way of worship
and opposed the English rule. A fear of persecution by the ever-increasingly popular
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Puritans in England led to a revolt in 1641. This revolt had serious repercussions when it
was crushed by Oliver Cromwell in 1649. Oliver promptly gave more land to the
Protestants and deprived the Catholics of a good deal oftheir political rights.

93

Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Strafford, had served as the Lord Deputy ofireland
from 1632 to 1640 and during his tenure had brutally suppressed Irish Catholics. Charles
I recalled Wentworth to England in 1640, but this able and ruthless advisor angered and
frightened the Commons. The terrified Commons members sought to impeach
Wentworth, but were unable to produce satisfactory evidence and thus brought forth to

I
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Charles a bill of Attainder which Charles regretfully and foolishly signed. The execution
ofthe Earl of Strafford not only had serious repercussions for Charles, but also for the
English who had sought to suppress the Irish Catholics. Although the Commons
introduced stiff penal laws and enforced them against the Catholics, the Irish rebelled
against this continuation of oppression.
It would seem that the Irish, though a patient people, could not and would not

suffer more. At this point in 1641, an uprising against the English and Scottish
landowners occurred in Ulster. The accounts that were taken back to England were
frequently more exaggeration than truth, but it is certain that the numbers of Protestants
murdered outright reached into the thousands and that the numbers who later died as a
result ofbeing driven from their homes also numbered in the thousands. The uprising
was brutal and an act of inhumanity caused by a murderous rage against those belonging
to the group responsible for the oppression oflrish Catholics.
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The effect ofthe massacre of October 1641 did not diminish with the course of
years, and it became hardened into the one great religious prejudice of
Cromwell's life- a hatred ofthinfs Catholic, and, in particular, an overwhelming
detestation of the Catholic Irish. 9
The (again) frightened Commons immediately flew to the support of Protestants
in Ireland by voting to raise an army to fight the Irish responsible for the outrageous
murders. Unfortunately for the Commons, the King did not entirely trust this army to
them and they had no intention of entrusting an army to the King. At this point of affairs,
the Civil Wars began.
In the atmosphere of war, the Irish Catholics were left primarily to experience
relative freedom from the heavy yoke of English rule. Charles began seeking allies in
1643 and wooed the Irish Catholics under his Lord Deputy, Ormonde, with a secret treaty
that granted many concessions to them. This alliance of Royalists and Catholics could
not save the King, but was later to prove that "Ireland was very dangerous for the
Commonwealth in 1649."95 Although I have said that the Irish were relatively free from
the English Parliament's rule, there is one exception that ought to be mentioned as it
explains the general feelings of the English people, especially those in Parliament,
towards the Irish Catholics:
"On the 24th ... October, 1644, the Parliament promulgated its Rhadamanthine
Ordinance, To 'hang any Irish Papist taken in arms for this country;' a very severe
Ordinance, but not uncalled for by the nature of the 'marauding apparatus' in
question there. " 96
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The first contact between Ireland and Cromwell was to occur in the following
manner:
Ireland, if left alone, would not only be independent; she would become a base for
an invasion of England. Parliament therefore turned to its best general and in the
summer of 1649 Cromwell landed in Dublin with a well-equipped army of some
twelve thousand men. 97
So, we see that our English general did not come to Ireland ofhis own intent. He
was asked to deal with what Parliament had come to see as a dangerous problem. This is
reasonable and it does not detract from what we have come to see as primarily a man of
good character. It rather enhances our belief that Cromwell was a good, decent human
being responding to a call from his Parliament to deal with a potential problem.
However, as we shall see, this noble response takes on a darker tone:
There was no Irish army that could meet him in the field; instead the Irish relied
on fortresses and walled towns to delay his progress. Cromwell at once struck
north at Drogheda. When the town refused to surrender, Cromwell took it by
storm and put the entire garrison of twenty-eight hundred men to the sword. 98
Prall and Willson have presented this account rather more simply than most
accounts previously written. A goodly number of historians when writing ofDrogheda's
massacre talk of the vicious spilling of blood, the breach of the outer wall and the death
ofthe civilians of the town, including women and children. Not only did Cromwell order
the men to be slain, but he also ordered the steeple of St. Peter's church to be burned.
John Morley's account of Cromwell and Drogheda presents a chilling picture of a man
with great power.
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Cromwell notes with particular satisfaction what took place at St. Peter's church.
'It is remarkable,' he says, 'that these people had grown so insolent that the last
Lord's Day before the storm, the Protestants were thrust out of the great church
called St. Peter's, and they had public Mass there; and in this very place, near
1000 ofthem were put to the sword fleeing thither for safety. 99
The tone taken by Cromwell does indeed smack of satisfaction over this
particularly bloody event, but it grows in enormity. Not only did he count these deaths,
but he appeared to later rejoice over many more. Again, Morley's text provides a clear
picture ofthis.
'All the friars,' says Cromwell, 'were knocked on the head promiscuously but
two. The enemy were about 3000 strong in the town. I believe we put to the
sword the whole number ofthe defendants.' 100
Sadly, I must admit that Cromwell's tone towards the treatment ofhis 'friars' was
satisfied. He appeared to be quite pleased with a high count of death. Although it is
possible that he felt that a high death toll would reflect highly upon the ability of his
troops to fight, I believe that it is more likely that his pleasure at this high count stems
from the fact that he has significantly wrecked revenge upon the Irish responsible for the
Ulster uprising.
Unfortunately for Cromwell, if his pleasure stems from this last motive, then he
would have been terribly disappointed to discover that a significant number of the men
within the Drogheda garrison were English Royalists. Morley's text indicates that "More
than one contemporary authority (including Ludlow and Clarendon) says the garrison
was mostly English, and undoubtedly a certain contingent was English and protestant." 101
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Prall and Willson's text continued the discussion ofDrogheda with the
conclusion,
Though his massacre was justified by the rules of war, it would not have
happened in England and was done in a spirit of revenge. Cromwell believed that
he had come to Ireland not only as a conqueror but as a judge. He termed the
slaughter at Drogheda a "righteous judgment of God upon these barbarous
wretches. " 102
Again, I concur with this conclusion and feel that it is certainly a spirit of revenge
that motivated the extraordinary display of cruelty in war. John Morley introduced the
question of Cromwell's motivations for Drogheda and Wexford in his text. He
questioned the possible motives and came to the conclusion that Cromwell might also
have been motivated by policy. However, contained within his treatment of this display
of severity, I believe that there is doubt as to Cromwell's intentions and feelings.
That Cromwell's ruthless severity may have been justified by the strict letter of
the military law of the time, is just possible. It may be true, as is contended, that
this slaughter was no worse than some of the worst acts of those commanders in
the Thirty Years' War whose names have ever since stood out in crimson letters
on the page of European history as bywords of cruelty and savagery. That, after
all, is but dubious extenuation. Though he may have had a technical right to give
no quarter where a storm had followed the refusal to surrender, in England this
right was only used by him once in the whole course of the war, and in his own
defense of the massacre it was not upon military right that he chose to stand. 103
In fact, this severity is often used to describe Cromwell as the worst black-hearted
tyrant ofhistory. Certainly, speaking from a more modem point of view, I do not
condone the severity and deplore the horrific acts done in the name of England and God.
The modem point of view aside, we are left to wonder if the point of view of Cromwell's
contemporaries would or could allow them to condone such severity.
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Morley's text again provides a wealth of information regarding Cromwell's
contemporaries and their views ofhis severity in Ireland:
The language used by Ludlow about it shows that even in the opinion ofthat time
what was done needed explanation. 'The slaughter was continued all that day and
the next,' he says, 'which extraordinary severity, I presume, was used to
discourage others from making opposition.' 104
It is clear from Ludlow's commentary that truly the severity of Cromwell's

actions in Ireland were unsettling to a number of people. Ludlow placed extra emphasis
upon his choice of words and the wording "extraordinary severity" also places emphasis
upon how shocking the actions were, even to one who was a revolutionary. In addition,
Ludlow's word choice "presume" places a slight hesitation in his judgment of what this
severity was intended to accomplish.
The 1898 reprint ofFrederic Harrison's text also discusses in fairly good depth
the account of Cromwell's actions. Harrison's examination of Cromwell's comments
reveals:
To Cromwell himself this fearful slaughter was a signal triumph of the truth. "It
hath pleased God to bless our endeavours." "This hath been a marvelous great
mercy." "I am persuaded that this is a righteous judgment of God upon these
barbarous wretches, who have imbrued their hands in so much innocent blood;
and that it will tend to prevent the effusion of blood for the future. Which are the
satisfactory grounds to such actions, which otherwise cannot but work remorse
and regret." "It was set upon some of our hearts, that a great thing should be done,
not by power or might, but by the Spirit of God." In the same sense it was
received by Parliament and Council of State, by some of the noblest spirits of
their age. 105
I would venture to state that this examination reveals less of a desire on
Cromwell's part to prevent further opposition to his suppression oflreland, but rather a
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desire to seek God's vengeance for the inhumane massacre of 1641 in Ulster. Cromwell
apparently identified any Irish person as a barbarous wretch since he sought vengeance in
Drogheda and Wexford, but not in Ulster. To him, I imagine that any Irishman would do,
in lieu of the actual persons responsible for the barbarity of the rebellion.
This brings us to the question of why Cromwell felt it so important that revenge
be meted out for the 1641 rebellion. It certainly was not his place as a mere mortal to
seek revenge; therefore, it would be informative to question why he felt as he did about
the Irish. In fact, it brings us to the question as to what exactly he did feel about the Irish.
A text by Maurice Ashley helps to

clarifY in part Cromwell's feelings about

Ireland and the native Irish. In this text he says:
Cromwell was essentially a humane man in his dealings with his fellow
Christians, but the trouble was that from the beginning he treated the Irish as
savages - much as the settlers in America regarded the Indians. He thought that
first they must be subjugated by the sword and then given over to Protestant
missionaries, English settlers, and a competent occupying garrison; and not until
then did he believe that the country would settle down to a reign of equal laws,
economic well-being, and sound religion. He was conscious of the cruelty ofhis
action at Drogheda, for which he furnished apologies and explanations, and no
doubt its calculated terror saved his soldiers' lives. But neither that, nor his
wholesale condemnation of"popery" in a country that was essentially Roman
Catholic, was likely to endear the Puritan Commonwealth to the Irish people.
They suffered and remembered. 106
Cromwell's feelings towards the Irish, if Ashley is correct, are then a
representation of the naturally egocentric feelings a human being displays in reference to
his social group. The field of sociology has determined (in a general sense, for our
purposes here) that it is a natural reaction for a human to believe that the social group to
which he belongs is the only one that is "right." Those feelings are here displayed by
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Cromwell's reaction to the Irish. The Irish were not ofhis nationality, kinship group,
religion and in general, not of his socio-economic status. The extreme differences
between the majority of the Irish and Cromwell allowed him to regard the Irish as a group
of savages in need of subjugation and civilization. This, of course, was not just a view
held by Cromwell, but frequently by other Englishmen, Royalists and Catholics included.
Naturally, Cromwell and his fellow Englishmen could not conceive of allowing
differences to exist and therefore one group must be savages, completely uncivilized. It
could not have occurred to Cromwell, or to any other Protestant man ofhis time, that
Catholics were capable ofhaving equal laws and a civilized, peaceful society.
Cromwell's enforcement ofhis beliefs over the Catholic people caused intense suffering
that is still remembered today. Ivan Roots stated, "'The Curse of Cromwell' has hung
over that 'most distressful country' ever since the Drogheda massacre .... " 107 Finally,
John Morrill speaks of the stain left by Cromwell's actions:
One can both accept that, in ordering and permitting the killing of civilians and
surrendered soldiers at Drogheda and Wexford, Cromwell entered into a cycle of
violence already perpetrated by all sides in Irish wars for centuries and that it was
a stain on his memory, a failure to rise above the bigotry of his age. His conquest
led on to a process of ethnic cleansing and a transfer of land, wealth and power
from Catholic communities born in Ireland to British Protestant settlers and
absentee landlords. This process cast long and malign shadows.... 108
This Cromwellian Curse and the stain upon Cromwell began with the massacre,
but continued with the policies of Cromwell and the Commonwealth. These policies
meant to return peacefulness to a war-tom country engendered a deep hatred and
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resentment upon the part of the Irish not only for Cromwell, but for his cronies and
successors.
Cromwell's policies after a careful examination appear to benefit only Protestants
and Englishmen; they were not intended to uplift any of the native Irish. These policies
were repressive and are the same type of colonial policies that were later pursued in the
other colonies. Policies of repression did not begin with Cromwell; these had been in
evidence throughout the history of England. Cromwell had an opportunity to overthrow
the repressive, non-tolerant policies of the monarchy when he became the Protector;
instead, he sought to further the repression. His furtherance of a ProtestantCatholic/English-Irish conflict drove the vehicle of conflict to a still greater level; this
became a cycle of"negatively defined interaction" characterized by "deep-rooted, intense
animosity, fear and severe stereotyping. "

109

Now let us tum towards a deeper, closer look at these policies using Toby
Barnard's text, The English Republic 1649 -1660. First, Barnard states, "Everywhere
the authors of the Second Civil War had been punished, and Ireland was to be no
exception."l1° This sets the basic tone of Cromwell's policies- revenge and punishment.
A second and lengthier quotation reveals what it must have been like for
Cromwell to put into motion his policy:
The task of making the nominal English authority effective, never easy in Ireland,
was immensely complicated by the revolution in England. The Protestants in
Ireland, normally the bedrock of English rule, generally opposed the recent
changes in England and their introduction into Ireland. In the end, however, most
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Irish Protestants grudgingly accepted the authority of the Commonwealth because
111
it meant rule by Protestants and Englishmen rather than by Catholics and Irish.
If Cromwell had the uphill task of dragging his own religious group to an
acceptance ofhis policies, then he was fighting against twice the number of people and
faced twice the number of objections. However, as Barnard pointed out, the people
accepted the rule of the Commonwealth and Cromwell because they disliked the
alternative even more.
Cromwell as commander had reconquered the island. As lord lieutenant he was
authorized to recreate a rudimentary administration. With the limited means
available he did so, and at the same time used Ireland to show how England might
be reformed. He experimented with methods of expediting and cheapening legal
decisions and of spreading Protestantism more effectively. 112
In essence, according to Barnard's above quotation, Cromwell used Ireland as an
experimental version of England where he was not hampered by the general populace's
objections to his experimental government- he saw the general populace as savages who
would benefit; therefore their objections were of no account. This was the beginning of
Cromwell's display of power to achieve his ends, no matter the means necessary.
Cromwell's contemporaries in England, the Rump, delighted in the experiment to spread
godly rule to Ireland and Scotland.
Upon the dissolution of the Barebone's Parliament in 1653 and the new
Instrument of Government, a new parliament was created. Barnard explains, "Scotland
and Ireland were assigned thirty members each: too few adequately to protect their
national interests against English hostility ... The franchise permanently excluded
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Catholics and participants in the Irish rebellion of 1641." 113 It is quite obvious that this
deliberate exclusion of Catholics and anyone involved in the rebellion of 1641 was meant
to permanently exclude from government and the means to lawful reform the Irish
people. Returning yet again to the debate of conflict and the cycle of negative
interaction, it may be said that the four-pronged model for reconciliation was used in
some ways by Cromwell and the Commonwealth, but in a distortion which negatively
impacted the possibility of a positive result.
A basic and simple summarization of this reconciliation model states that there
are four prongs which are equally balanced to achieve reconciliation of a crisis - those
prongs represent Truth, Justice, Mercy and Peace. Revelation (Truth) alone leaves only
clarity, Mercy stands for compassion and forgiveness, Justice heals by rectification of a
wrong and Peace creates a harmonious balance. In Cromwell and the Commonwealth's
solutions in Ireland, Truth was distorted and focused only upon the wrongs done by the
Irish. Cromwell's Mercy was reserved only for himself, his soldiers and the Protestants;
the Irish were denied the chance to be compassionately forgiven for 1641. Justice was
sought only in the form of punishment; it was not to be extended to both sides. Peace
came at the price of the Irish and Catholics' deprivation ofbasic rights to life, property
and freedom of conscience. A proper reconciliation never occurred and this festering
wound became a basis for instability in the English Commonwealth and later, the restored
monarchy. 114
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During the first part of the Protectoral government, Cromwell's rule was
questioned while malcontents stirred up more rebellion in Ireland but:
Cromwell ignored his son's unsentimental advice to dismiss Fleetwood and other
malcontents. Instead he speeded the island's resettlement in the hope that military
rule could be phased out. The reallocation of the estates confiscated from
Catholics to English soldiers and investors went ahead. This would extend the
policy of plantation.... 115
Cromwell's policy in Ireland may or may not have achieved his goal in terms of
phasing out military rule. What it most definitely did achieve was to continue to deprive
Catholics of their lands, while rewarding Englishmen and encouraging immigration into
Ireland. Few of Cromwell's policies as Protector were to remain in place after the
Restoration, however:
Only in Ireland were the massive land transfers of the Interregnum confirmed by
Charles II. As a result the Catholic share of land fell from nearly 60 per cent to
almost 20 per cent. Both Charles II and James II sympathized with individual
requests from Catholics for restitution, and their attempts to satisfY these demands
unsettled the incumbent Protestant landowners. 116
The majority of Cromwell's policy toward Ireland was directed towards
destroying the clergy, the local landowners and the resistance leaders. He directed a
simple speech towards the majority of the native population in 1650 that aimed to counter
the widespread belief of the Irish that his goal was the destruction ofireland's Catholic
population; yet his closing words reminded the people that if they shall pursue
Catholicism, then he "shall rejoice to exercise utmost severity against them." 117
If Cromwell's intent was to convert the Irish Catholics to Protestantism, then he
certainly was going about achieving his goal in the wrong manner. Coercion does not
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usually convince when coupled with oppression of such a degree. The settlements, the
forced migrations, the massacres ofDrogheda and Wexford and the veiled warning all
served to strengthen the resistance to Cromwell and his rule. The people oflreland were
treated like savages and repeatedly were informed through oppressive measures that they
were not human beings of any value; they were the scum of the earth in the eyes of
Cromwell and his government.
Resistance to an oppressor of such violence is a natural reaction. Whether the
resistance was an outright rebellion or merely a quiet non-violent resistance and a cling to
life, the Irish must have clung to the belief that someday things would change. It is no
wonder then, that to some Irish people, the name of Cromwell leaves a sour taste in the
mouth. His "curse" lies today over that quiet, unhappy little spot of green earth where he
and his soldiers not only butchered outright some of the inhabitants, but where he and his
government deprived the native people oftheir freedom of conscience, h"berty, property
and sometimes their lives.

Images
The images presented to the world by Oliver Cromwell varied in relation to how
he and those around him wished contemporaries to perceive him. These images of Oliver
Cromwell not only varied in relation to his wishes of how he wanted to be perceived, but
also according to the stage of life occupied by him at that time.
There is very little that may be reported about Oliver in relation to images and his
childhood. The simple truth is that Oliver was a normal boy of his time, both in his
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religion and socio-economic status. He did, however, have a strong role model in his
boyhood tutor and most likely modeled his behavior after him.
As a young man, Oliver's image presented to the world varied slightly as he
wished others to perceive him as an educated gentleman- thus, he enrolled in Sidney
Sussex College, Cambridge. Oliver's image as a young Christian gentleman was
furthered by his enrollment in this college as it was quite a hotbed of Puritanism. This
enrollment, although only for a short time, furthered his later standing among devout
Puritans. Upon leaving Cambridge, Oliver turned to farming and local government; the
appropriate course of action for a young gentleman of a fairly middle-class family. This
action furthered his image as a good, solid man.
Cromwell's next stage of life, the military, was tied in with the image presented to
his "enemy." This is where the image he presented gained in importance; although the
images of Cromwell as perceived by his cohorts and the general populace, if they were
positive, did him no real harm later in life. Cromwell's first "shining moments" came
from the civil war and his role as a soldier and as a leader within the ranks. During the
first civil war, Cromwell's victories are counted at nearly thirty in number. Victorious
military leaders or men perceived by the powers that be and the general populace as
leaders or responsible for military victory are frequently considered to be accomplished
and talented military minds. In addition, Cromwell's quick climb to the rank of Colonel
(DOR 1643) displays a positive reflection of not only his aptitude for military success,
but also the esteem in which he was held by his superiors.
Cromwell's image as a likeable and superior military man did suffer when he
began quarrels with other officers and condemned the conduct of his superior officer.
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Although Cromwell's disagreements came about as a result ofhis responsive mobility
policy (RMP) and his superior's lack of responsiveness, it did tarnish his image. Finally,
his image as a conniver began to emerge during his military career when he, and he
alone, was retained both in the Parliament and the army after the Self-denying Ordinance
had been passed.
Also, during the phase ofCromwell's military career, he acquired the image of a
tough, hardened man due to his actions in Ireland. The massacres ofDrogheda and
Wexford with his permission, although he attempted to excuse and explain after the fact,
gave rise to a darker image of Cromwell. This hardened man who permitted such
atrocities in the name of preventing further bloodshed became for the Irish a devil and for
the English, a hero avenging the innocents murdered by the Irish savages. His success in
the Irish campaign did have something to do with a furtherance of his image in England
as a man for the job of governing the Commonwealth. Although the Irish campaign has
left a dark stain upon Cromwell's memory for some, in the eyes of others it demonstrates
his "greatness."
Laura Lunger Knoppers found "Cromwell's public humility and self-denial
contrasted with the courtly portrait that appeared in 1649. The earliest and by far the
most widely circulated image of Cromwell was a painting by Robert Walker." 118 This
portrait to which Knoppers refers was painted after the successful Irish campaign and
shows Cromwell in full armour, holding a baton while a young page ties a sash about his
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waist. This is clearly a reference not only to his newly elevated standing, but also to his
military success.
Imagery and Cromwell are most clearly interconnected after he became the Lord
Protector. This point is clearly illustrated by Roy Sherwood in two ofhis texts, although
for this segment of the paper I have utilized only one of them. Laura Lunger Knoppers
has a fine text available that deals specifically with images and Cromwell that I have also
consulted in an effort to answer basic questions regarding the images presented by
Cromwell and Commonwealth.
The basis for Roy Sherwood's text is answered in his preface to the 1997 study:
Oliver Cromwell as Lord Protector is frequently described as being a King in all
but name without much in the way of a coherent, detailed explanation of precisely
what this means. This book aims to correct that omission by demonstrating some
of the ways in which the embodied paradox and bundle of contradictions that was
Cromwell's rule constituted a monarchical regime in the generally accepted sense
of the term, that of a crowned head. 119
Cromwell not only functioned as a King, but also skillfully utilized the images
associated with Royalty to uphold and connect himself with those Royal images.
According to Knoppers, "Early representations of Cromwell in portrait, ceremony, medal,
and print borrowed from the court of Charles ! .... they were appropriated and revised for
a republican state."

120

Some of the items through which this Royal association was

created were coinage, seals, the Court, furnishings, clothing and gifts.
Coinage struck during the "reign" of the Lord Protector differed greatly from
coinage that appeared during the years of the pre-Protectorate Commonwealth. The
coinage ofthe pre-Protectorate years displayed the Cross of St. George, the arms ofthe
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Commonwealth and the motto. The front (obverse) of the coin's display ofthe Cross of
St. George represented England. The back (reverse) displayed the arms symbolizing
England and Ireland, the motto in English, rather than the traditional Latin and the date of
the Commonwealth's formation. Typically, royal coinages displayed the arms of the
royal family, the motto of the family, the ruler's portrait and indicate through symbols the
regions that are ruled.
Cromwellian coinage struck after 1656 was done so according to the royal style
and by a new process invented by a Frenchman, Peter Blondeau. Although I have little
specific information about this process, it seems that not only does it produce a beautiful
flat coin without the crude appearance caused by hammering, but it also had a raised edge
to reduce an illegal act known as "clipping" in which the edges of the coins were trimmed
down and retained for the metal. A photograph contained in Sherwood's text of the preProtectorate coin and the Protectorate coin illustrates the striking differences. This
photograph depicts the profile of Cromwell and a Latin inscription on the obverse.
Sherwood explains:
The circumscription on the obverse of the Cromwellian coinage also represents a
reversion to traditional royal practice as it gives the ruler's title in Latin. As on
the Great Seal it translates as Oliver, by the Grace ofGod, ofthe Commonwealth
of England, Scotland and Ireland, and the Dominions and Territories thereunto
belonging, Protector. 121
The reverse shows a coat of arms belonging to the Protectorate topped by a crown and
surrounded by a Latin motto and the date. This coat of arms consists of a shield in which
there are five items depicted: two crosses, a harp, a saltire and a lion rampant. The cross
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in the left upper comer represents the cross of St. George and England. The saltire in the
right upper comer is the saltire of St. Andrew representing Scotland. The harp that rests
in the left bottom is the harp oflreland. Over the top of all the crosses, harp and saltire is
the lion rampant that represents Oliver Cromwell's family. This reverse is very similar to
those of previous monarchs, unlike the reverse ofthe pre-Protectorate coin that showed
the Cross of St. George, the Irish harp, motto "God with Us" and the date.
The seals were other items used to underscore the regality of the untitled king.
The seal adopted by the Commonwealth was fairly simple and republican in design.
Upon the adoption of a Lord Protector and the return to a monarchy, the seal once again
resembled that of previous monarchs. The seal was used not only to affix to documents,
but also in ceremonies. The seal was used in both investitures of Cromwell as the Lord
Protector, just as it would have been used in the coronation ceremonies of Kings. It was
given to the new Protector and then returned to the bearers to symbolize their authority
was recognized by the monarch. Sherwood states, "The Great SeaL affixed to state
documents as proof of authenticity, was the supreme emblem of civil authority, authority
now vested in the office of Lord Protector." 122
The original seal depicted the Commons on one side and England and Ireland
along with representations of the Cross of St. George and the Irish harp on the other.
Approximately a year before the Great Seal's design was changed by Cromwell, reports
of a new, regal design began to circulate. The reports prophesied that the new seal would
show Cromwell seated upon a horse. The real seal did show a seated Cromwell; as
described by Sherwood:
122
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... Cromwell is shown on horseback in full armour, as had male monarchs on
previous royal seals. But there are significant differences. The Protector's royal
predecessors were depicted charging into battle brandishing a naked sword in
their right hand and they usually wore a helmet with their full armour. Oliver's
horse is pacing, not galloping. His sword is sheathed and in his right hand he
holds a baton. He is also bareheaded. In the stateliness of the pose there is a
close resemblance to Elizabeth I' s seal on which the Queen too is seated on a
pacing horse with a scepter in her right hand. The inference of this abandonment
ofthe warlike posture of past Kings, who were either less successful as Generals
or had never even seen a battle, is obvious: the Protectorship may have had
military origins, but in its governance it is civilian. 123
This description points to some obvious similarities between the royal seals and
Cromwell's second seal while explaining about the disparities between the first and
second of his seals. The obvious change from a republican design to a royal one is in
itself telling; Cromwell's title as Protector was merely a substitution for King. This
Kingship was to be emphasized by the use of images formerly associated with royalty.
The use of the full armour, the horseback pose in a pace and the baton in place of a
sceptre all point to the utilization of previously royal images. Oliver's use of these
images was meant to underscore to all that he was royal. Images like these were
powerful weapons in Cromwell's arsenal; the power of public opinion and the business of
public relations were just as valuable and important in Cromwell's day as they are today.
Cromwell's publicity involved associating himself with royalty and the images of royalty
in the minds ofhis people. I believe that he was shrewd enough to realize that the
majority of the people had indeed been accustomed to a King and therefore he too must
be a King or recognized as operating in the place of such.
At the same time that the republican designs were being replaced with royal
images, Cromwell's portraits were undergoing changes. Knoppers states, "At the same
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time, other heroic portraits of Cromwell continued to draw upon and revise earlier
monarchical forms. In a second painting done around this time by or after Robert
Walker, Cromwell's head was set upon a different body of a horseman... the pose and
execution of this portrait are nearly identical to VanDyck's Frederik Hendrick, Prince of

Orange .... ,124
Cromwell's court also reflected the new images with which he and the Cromwell
family were to be identified. Royal images abounded in the new court to include diverse
persons to enhance the image of dignity and power. Some of the posts formerly
belonging to the Royal court were included in the new one and include officers of the
College of Arms, Master of Ceremonies, Master ofHorse, Lord Steward ofthe
Household and Court Musician. The majority of the posts were contained within the
narrowest description of a court -that of domestic posts within the household of a
monarch.
Not only were the posts strikingly similar to those of a royal court, but the
expenditures and the brilliance of the Cromwellian court was said to have outdone that of
Charles and his sons. Colonel Matthew Alured, Quaker Anthony Pearson and Lucy
Hutchinson are three contemporaries whose writings charge that the court grew
increasingly splendid and lavish. These charges were somewhat substantiated by the
Venetian ambassador. 125
A court of such splendor must have seemed to those watching the new
Protectorate as a verification of the ability of the new government to provide for its
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expenditures, to amply receive in competent splendor the foreign dignitaries and to
function at the same or higher level of competence as that of the previous court. It was
also a testament to the esteem in which Cromwell was held by his supporters and was a
public display of the might and power of the Protectorate. It was necessary for the pride
of the Protectorate to project the image of a royal court; however, there was a drawback
as Knoppers pointed out, "by borrowing visual forms from the Caroline court to
legitimate a new republican hero, Cromwellian portraiture also reminded viewers of that
court and of the fate of its king .... origins were not undone and cancelled ... vulnerable to
irony and parody. " 126
The image of a royal court was furthered by the use of furnishings, clothing and
gifts. Sherwood's explanation, "Along with the Protectoral family's removal into more
appropriate accommodation it was decided that the new monarch should have a
household 'modeled on, though not of the same order as, that of the late King"' does
indeed shed light upon how the household was to be used to further the royal image. 127
Sherwood's other text goes into much further detail as to the minutiae of the Protectoral
court and the accoutrements that went along with it, but this explains how it applied to
the image of"king." The furnishings were costly and frequently they had been prized
possessions of Charles I. Sometimes it is alleged that Charles had been a patron of the
arts in order to control his fantasy world and that Cromwell chose the artworks due to an
appreciation of them, but it is most likely that they were readily available for use and
were large and important enough to emphasize the royal image needed to be projected.
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The clothing worn by the new monarch and his family was costly and far more
elegant than many believed was necessary or appropriate for one who was a Puritan.
During a ceremony in 1654, the Protector exchanged a sober dark cloak for a "rich riding
coat embroidered with gold lace." This coat would indeed have been a very costly item
as embroidery could be done only by skilled needleworkers during daylight hours and
required many years to perfect the skilled needed to embroider a costly garment. The
skill level needed to work with gold thread also raised the costs enormously as metallic
thread, whether it is the fine gold strands produced by applying an 18k leafing to regular
silk embroidery thread as was done in the past or today's machine produced metallic that
merely mimics expensive threads, is very difficult to stitch. As we are told by Sherwood:
This was not without its purpose .... As Ilse Hayden tells us in her Symbol and
Privelege: The Ritual Context of British Royalty: 'King's have rarely been
indifferent to the power inherent in clothing. Indeed, what a King wears can even
be an instrument of rule, dazzling his subjects, increasing his majesty in their eyes
and thus securing him in his right to rule.' 128

This is another Cromwellian contradiction for in the last-known portrait of
Cromwell, he is shown in the most Puritan of all his portraits. Knoppers believed that as
portraiture was an area of iconography over which monarchs have control, Cromwell
insisted upon the plainness and that this is a significant detail to show how he remained a
sober, plain man.
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I believe that this portrait is significant, not because it reflects

Cromwell as a plain man, but rather because there are none of the symbols of kingship or
power to be discerned within the portrait as might be expected. It is significant because
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Cromwell no longer needed these symbols and images; he could reject the royal images if
he so desired in order to reach his plainer Puritan fellows who grumbled about his
splendor and elegance. The power was still there and was merely hidden by this time.

It is still significant that his family and their court members all wore costly
clothing. The youngest daughters were feted and married off as Royal Princesses, not
only in the clothing style, but every detail of the events. Paintings ofthe family members
reveal ornate and costly styles of clothing as is exemplified by a mourning portrait of
young Frances. In many ways, it was believed that the cost of clothing the Protector and
family exceeded the extravagance of the Late King and his sons.
Gifts bestowed upon visitors and those who should be honored by Cromwell were
not mere trinkets, but valuable and expensive gifts that followed in the royal tradition.
One such example was the first recipient of the ambassador's parting gifts, Peter Coyet.
Coyet received a sword, scabbard and trinkets comprising a gold chain and a jeweled
picture of Cromwell containing about forty diamonds. 130
Royal practices such as these account for a great deal of the expenditures by the
Protector, but even that was exceeded by the amount spent upon his death. Cromwell,
however, used the influence available to him to enhance and improve the status of
England as well as his family and himself A stingy monarch would have been remarked
upon and not courted in foreign affairs so well as a generous man. These gifts also
underlined the belief of many that England as a Protectorate was a strong, prosperous
nation.
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In essence, I am of the opinion that Cromwell was a shrewd politician capable of
using images for his personal advancement or for the advancement of a course of action
in which he believed. I think that the use of the above mentioned images demonstrates
Cromwell's exceptional ability to shape the perceptions of the people around him.
Cromwell's intentions were not dishonest and he truly believed that his use of public
relations of this sort was necessary and good for the country.

89

Chapter 3

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, I would like to restate my belief that history is composed ofboth
change and continuity. Change is truly the only constant within life.
From this study of Oliver Cromwell, it may be ascertained that he was an
incredibly complex person with multiple talents and faults. Maurice Ashley, I would
venture to say, also concurs in this belief that one must study historical persons and
history carefully; he stated in an introduction to the text Cromwell, from the "Great Lives
Observed" series, that "In studying a great life, we have to make up our own minds about
what was most significant in the man's career." 131 Indeed, it is of great importance that
the historian or layman read carefully and study before making conclusions. I believe
that to make up one's mind about the significance of a person's life, each layer of the
person must be examined in segments. Each segment of this paper has added another
layer of understanding as to who Cromwell was and what he ultimately changed in
history.
The segment that deals with Cromwell's heritage shows us a man born into a
middle-class family with privileges resulting from the subjugation of others. This man
was born with an arrogance and self-confidence as to his pre-determined place in society.
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As a child Cromwell was one of the leaders of society in the little area where the
Cromwells settled. As Cromwell became a man, this early leadership grew to encompass
what he and his family expected as his due right to societal place.
Oliver's military experience gave him the first ofhis "shining moments" and
revealed fully to his contemporaries the innate intelligence that he possessed. The spirit
ofvolunteerism that led him to raise armies in the beginning ofthe civil wars, the inner
strength he possessed that led him to disagree with his superior officer and the strategical
talents that this man displayed could only have been honed in the fires of war. The
talents of this man and his confidence in his judgment could not have been polished to the
utmost during peacetime.
The question of whether or not Cromwell was scheming to remain as a military
leader while still serving his term in Parliament as the special exemption to the Selfdenying Ordinance is not as important as the results of this exemption. The questions
that remain from his shadowed politics not only stand as a testimony to his leadership
skills, but also as a tribute from his doubters and enemies. Yes, it is true that historians
are left to wonder if Cromwell not only orchestrated the New Model Army, but also the
Self-denying Ordinance. However, the orchestration is of far less importance to history
and its guardians than the question of what Cromwell did with the New Model Army and
the exemption he received. How Cromwell responded in his role as a military member
and his leadership is most useful for those who would today learn lessons of past tactics.
Cromwell's experience serves as a guide to teach today's military member that a leader is
one who thinks for him- or herself, that unnecessary force can serve as a black mark upon
one's character and finally, that action is valued far higher than maneuverings.
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In matters of religion, Oliver stands as a beacon of light to the believers. His
depth of conviction and his personal relationship to his God stand as an example for
people who question how to reconcile their faiths with daily lives.
Cromwell's depth ofbeliefin the ability of Christians to seek God for themselves
displays his hope for the world in a troubled time. Today's "troubled times" may perhaps
also lend themselves to the coming of a religious man like Cromwell who encourages the
seeking of God and a more personal, intimate relationship with one's Creator.
The response of Cromwell and his fellowmen to a perceived threat to their
freedom of conscience was a swift and terrible blow. The actions of Cromwell and the
Puritans may have been a positive reaction in that they were striking out at censorship of
their faith, but they erred in denying that same freedom of conscience to other groups
whom they deemed as radicals. The legacy of Cromwell and religion not only includes a
sad history for Irish Catholics, but includes a blot upon his government's history as well.
The denial of all-encompassing toleration to all groups, whether the radical or
mainstream, placed the innovative Commonwealth and Lord Protector on the same level
as the monarchy that they replaced.
Government and Cromwell are closely linked by the majority of people who
recognize his name. The immediate thought is that Cromwell must have been a
revolutionary and radical in order to support the regicide and the institution of a
Parliamentary system. This was not the case. Cromwell's own policies for the most part
were traditional and reformative rather than destructive and radical. Cromwell's
approach to government followed a line of thinking that there was to be a parliamentary
system and a governing head, that the parliament ought to be checked by term limits, that
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governments should protect the right of persons to liberty of conscience and finally that
there is a need for a government-controlled militia. The four fundamentals Cromwell
suggested do not indicate that he was a radical, nor do they indicate that he would tolerate
radicalism and a complete anarchist movement.
This suggests that Cromwell's moderate approach to government was also a
positive side to his character and that it could be taken as sound, solid advice by modem
politicians. All these principles are found in the American system of government and for
the most part have been in place since it was founded and it appears to have been a longlived experiment resulting in success. Moderation, for a political philosophy, then would
be advised by Cromwell for the modem man or woman of today. Neither antitraditionalism nor class-leveling appealed to Cromwell; he was in essence a moderate
politician.
Cromwell and his relationship to Ireland is by far the most difficult relationship in
his lifetime for the historian to discuss. Cromwell and Ireland is so difficult a subject
because in this matter, he did not display his customary moderation. Cromwell's attitude
towards the Irish people was one of egocentrism and that of a civilized man looking
down upon the savages in need of a strong hand to control their murderous ways.
Originally the invasion of Ireland was at the request of the Parliament; however
the actions that resulted in the massacres ofDrogheda and Wexford were at the urging of
Cromwell. The impartial historian, of necessity, must lay the deaths of these people upon
the bloody hands of Cromwell. It must be said, in his defense, that he had the right,
according to the rules of warfare, to "give no quarter." However, the mercilessness with
which this right was used negates the defense - Cromwell only used that right once in
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England during the civil wars and it did not continue to such a fever pitch of violence. It
may have saved the lives of his soldiers, but it took the lives of others in a manner that
denied their humanity. It needed explanation in Cromwell's time and this in itself tells us
that Cromwell had a darker side to his personality that manifested itself against the Irish.
It is most likely that this cruelty stemmed not only from a dislike of the Irish in general,

but also from a true hatred of Catholics. This was a prejudice as hateful as the prejudices
encountered by people of color, by the Jews and by women in many societies both long
past and modem.
Cromwell's humanity and his failure to rise above his prejudices may be seen
most strikingly in his continued denial of liberty of conscience and property to the Irish.
He assisted his compatriots in denial of the rights of the Irish to live freely in their own
homeland. This is truly the blot upon his memory; history, I think, would forgive him
many failures, but not this.
Cromwell and his deep understanding of images and how the world perceives a
person attests to his level of intelligence as well as his keen grasp of statesmanship and
politics. Cromwell fully understood the power of publicity and the image presented to
the world; he demonstrated this through the exceptionally powerful images he projected
throughout his lifetime. As a child, he modeled his behavior on his tutor's; as a young
man, he sought to become a successful and educated young gentleman farmer; as a

member of the military, he sought victory and a regiment based on honor; as a man of
God, he sought to fulfill the duties he believed were required ofhim; and finally, as a
Lord Protector, he tried to replace the monarchy with his reformed version known as the
Protectorate.
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Each stage of Cromwell's life found him trying to do his best- he may have
failed to rise to the occasion or to respond as well as he should or could have done, but he
never stopped to think that perhaps he might be wrong. This was the most powerful
image that he could have left for historians and for humankind. Each image he projected
was done in order to achieve the desired result. Although Cromwell might have made
mistakes and certainly is neither the monster nor myth that he has become, it is true that
his life and actions were motivated by a desire to live a good life spent in service to his
God and his fellowman. This, then, is Cromwell's greatest legacy: he sought God,
service and reform.
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